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Transmit the following in 

(3)- Bureau 
(Enc. 3 oe 

Approved: —____ EE eeesessC“‘’séS Sent 

FBI 

nate 5/10/76 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

HER enp Ue Le Ba 
E 

LO: DIRECTOR, FBI DAI 

(ATTN: INTD, S.F. PHILLIPS) 

| 

8 ty) citi 5 | | 

a L NESREAT Ion em \ 

SAC, CHIC 

SUBJECT :\* SENSTUDY '75 

Re telephone conversation between Mr. S.F. PHILLIPS ~ 
Division 5, and ASAC RUSSELL JEAN GRAY, JR., Chicago, on Ne 
5/5/76. bates, fag \ Ge 

On 5/5/76 JOHN C Aly tren oman Catholic elec 
Archbishop of Chicago, eclepeonicelie advised SA HUBERT MM. 
HART he had been informed by a Washington contact that ae 
Senate Committee report being released at 3:00 PM that date 
would indicate that on 2/24/66 he had agreed to help the FBI 
“hold down" Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. in Chicago. Cardinal 
CODY said he could not recall any meeting or agreement of that 
nature although he has conferred with various FBI officials 
over the years. 

NRECORDED COPY FILED IN 
The excerpt from the Senate Committee report 

furnished by Mr. PHILLIPS was telephoned to the Cardinal 
by SA HART at 5:35 PM, 5/5/76. He was also informed our 
records indicated he was visited by former SAC MARLIN W. JOHNSON 
on 2/24/66. Cardinal CODY said he still had no independent 
recollection of this meeting or what was discussed and he 
would so indicate if the press inquired. He did not request 
a copy of the communication prepared ey) JOHNSON nd Fone Ve 
was offered to him. ad, - es 

eee! 
een 

lL - Chicago (80-724) 12 875 4-3 

RIG/sjf LS cn ofan e. 
(4) 

oa 

Auer 
Mo Pere 

AY 4 ¢ Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574 
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It is noted the Cardinal was released from the 
hospital on 5/5/76 where he had been recovering from the 
removal of his gall bladder. SA HART has been the liaison 
between the Chicago Office and the Cardinal since 1966 
and has developed a friendly personal working relationship 
with him. 

copy of an article which appeared in the 5/6/76 edition / 
; of the Chicago Daily News. In view of the quality of the — 

xeroxing the last sentences at the bottom of the first two 
columns are repeated hereafter: 

jf Attached as the last page of this airtel is a 

Column 1 

"Cardinal Cody is convalescing in Chicago's 
Columbus Hospital after April 25 gall bladder surgery 
and couldn't be reached directly for comment, but a 
spokesman for the archdiocese quoted the Cardinal as 
saying the committee's report is “absolutely untrue.'" 

Column 2 

"Wednesday to accompany its monumental two 
volumes released last week on the nation's domestic and 
foreign intelligence operations. 

"The supplement is the second of 13 such 
volumes of detail on the committee's schedule." 

For information. 

aD 
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, 

hen “Washington Bureau 

{SRRTINIG TON — The FBI 
sad ta use John. Cardiral 
ea SOE Chicago and Francis 
Nardiial Susliman of New 

Osk-todiscredit the Rey. Dr. 

ey, Sorting. “y the: Senate Select 
‘Gcsataiiece: oo litelligence. 
ase comimitree reported 

lersanostiag that in 196 the 
ae 2B? sent an agent to try to 
erseade. Cardinal Sneliman: <0 
amr Pope. Paul Wi that a 

{iiennedt audience zor Dr. Ning 
peuutdbe- “embarrassing.” 
fi Lara speuinien, uvwevei,, 
BASCU.. TO Gv ites Lols bide 
ingant be King in Septem- 

erat that veur was granted 2. 
sninute. audience with the 

"Pope, who agresd to make a 
“goblic deciaration against ra- 
sGalinjusnce. : 

* 

Be IN’ i868, according to the 

omarittes, the, ESI. sent ‘an. 
agent to try to-convince Car- 
«inal, Cody to help “neutralize 

. tre effect’ of Dr. King. in Ci- 
- £280. 

The committee resorted that 
| Cardinal Cody apparentiy was 

‘briefed. ‘tabout alleged Com- 
munist influence on Dr. King 
and about Dr. King’s private 
Tifa, 42 

According to the commiittee, 
an FS! internal memo states 
that the agent who briefed the 
Chicago archbishop came 
away with the fesling that Car- 
Sina] Cody would “do every- 
ring possible to neutralize 
King’s effect.” 
Cardinal Cody is con 

ralescing in ee: s Colum- 
bus Hespital after April 23 
zalibia Bae surgery and 

ahr, soulan’? Qo pe re yh? dirceily 
- * ~~ 
® . 

=, ts s 
Wee ke ka ee ee wm tg ake Gnd “ 

fe as wa ee ta,* \. « La Ke t : 4 

ze <8 Ya: tes :s Sede es Lay 

fMlArtint: Luther Ri Ring Ir, dee 
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os Clipping in Space Below) 

EES 

Dr. "Kin 
alt the time of the allered’ 

briefing Dr. King was-active ia. 
the, Chicago:civil rights. move- 
meant. os 

THE APPROACHES io Care 
dinais Cody and. Spéllman:- 

4 
w 

were ‘part of a six-yedr¢ame 
paign ‘by the FET to: destory 
‘the fepytation. of Dr. King, ac- 
cording-ta the committee heads. 
ed bY Sen.. aia Church {D-- - 
Tda.). 
The campaign continued 

even afier Dr. King was, QS- 
Sassinated. in ibps,. the: rors 

milzee said.” 

: A year aiter the civil mights . 
leader’s death, the committee: 
reported, the FSI considered: 
hit rejeried 4 nronasal hy the 

Atlanta office of the FBI to be- 
gin a covert operation against 
his widow, Coretta Scott Kine: 
The nature of the ‘proposed - 

program against Mis. hing 
wasn’t disclosed to the com- 
mittee. 

But it was to serve ‘in the 
event the bureau (FBD is. in- 
clined. fo . entertain coun 
terintelligence action against 
(her) and-or the continuois 
pidiection of the public iin- 

aye”? of the slain Negre leader, 

tre Atlanta office sid. : 

3. Edgar Hoover rejected 
the idea, saying “the bureau 
does not desire counterintel- 
ligence action against Coretta 
King of the nature you suggest 
at this thne.” 

THE QUOTATION aitribut- 
ed to tha late FBI chief is 
Virtually the cnly positive 
statement in his behalf in the 
103paze supplementary soidy 
issued by the committee 
Wednesday to accompany its 
monumental two volumes Tie 

leased last week on the pas 

tion’s domestic and forelen in- 

z 

Eke. ~abio si aman 

fran tae 

la ben 

e+ . fe o ' fat- 5 
ae 

* * 
ti. ef Sint eauad? fy 

‘ $hybborn *- 

The volumes are-€estinedto 
become the reference works. 
for the coming debate in the 
Senate over estadlishing an ine- 
dependent intelligence overt 
Sight committee —- a proposat. 

has met with | 
- opposition among 

Some-veteran lawmakers. — . 

that" alrgady 

“Tf find. it-hard-to-understand, 
how anyone Can read ihe de~ 
tailed: accounts.of the vendetta: 

J-Undicate page, name oi- 
| newspaper, City and state.) 

- 

(against Dr. King). and norage } 
preciiié the need. for an inde- 
pendent congressional evel" 
“Sight committes;!* said Sait : 

Church. »- 

DURING Anine-hour conféer- - 

ence Dec. 23, 1983, in. FBE 
h aadarin ATeOKS nora, 

Wo dabdeg se 

als were suggested for -dis+ 
crediting. Dz. King, the report - 
said; . 

These included “using” min- 
isters, “disgrunded” acquaint 
ances, “aggressive” newsmen, 
“solored’’- FBI agents, Dr. 
King’s housexesper and even 
Dr, Kine’s wile, the repdrt 
said. 
“here even was discussion at 

“pacing a gosd-locking fem aM 
plant” in Dr. King’s atiice, ac 

cording t) an ERI work eager: 

Attenipts also were made 10 
have universities withhold hon- 

orary degrees, prevent publi- 

ae or articles favorable to 

. King and to find news 

sources “friendly” to the FBI 

to publish damaging articles, 

the committee ease study said. 

The “extreme? personal Vine 
dictiveness” that marked Hoo 

ver's attitude tow ard Dr. King 

was vecorded as early as 1392 

wich @ statement by the FBI 
chief that “King is no 20065 " 
the sendy found, * 

2 = bah VOVEy 
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Date: 3~6~/6 
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Editor: 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

WAY 13 1976 

O: John A intz, Assistant Director 

“Legal Ypunsel Division 

; Federall Bureau of Investigat
ion 

é 
“ FROM: Steven Blackhurs

t 
ree ae 

Assistant Special Counsel for) + f™ 

Intelligence Coordination = a / , 

SUBJECT: Letter from Senator Morgan Dated: May 11,: 1976 

Attached for your information is a letter 
senator Morgan sent to the Attorney General following 
their meeting earlier this week. om 

TION CONT 7 
ALL INFORM", oginiiD 
BEREIN 18 UNCLALS 

NH s 

ec: Paul Daly 

; 

De f 
J_= CLOSURE y/ pA 

: { f 
aa : § : 

ao 
VR “\ 
& 

‘ ? mS 

“VAAY 27 4976 
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; FROM © 
MORGAN, Robert Senator 
Select Com to Study Govt 
Operations with Respect 5/19/76 

, TO * nteliligence Activities [CONTROL NO, | 7 

REFERRED TO DATE 

: Edward H. Levi 
Z Attorney General . 
* DESCRIPTION 

follow-up to mtg with AG 
. requesting FBI documents M. Shaheen 5/il 

8 on former FBI informant. 
Also documents on Black cc: AG 
Panther Party in North 
Carolina. 

“Fl 

DAG 

: REMARKS 
Prepare appropriate response P. Dal 
for the Attorney General's 
Signature and send copy to 
OLA, Room 1603. PREPARE REPLY FOR SIGNATURE OF 

rey Edward H. Levi “i es 

| REPLACES AD-820 DJ-295 
_ .. MAIL CONTROL | WHICH MAY BE USED —_ 7-573 

= - a) oF “en ae se thu « £ - = + Sep ei a oe wea ote. ip the are “pk yiae ee ee ae en ei 

Bich acsalabsaestendthngs east 1s he eatitcay PERE EAN pens tb Paha Ac ke Jaa lalaedetlioassaut east meets uk sate RAE 
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6 96 
= FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 

JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN, ® go ee 

SPHILIP &. HART, MICH, HOWARD H. BAKER, “NN, 
WALTER. F, MONR&LE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ee 
WALT#% (5. HUDDLESTON, KY. | CHARLES MCC, MATHIAS, JR., MD, 

“ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA, aI ¢ ¢ ‘i ra &, f £ x 4 
GARY HART, COLO. : Fe 

= WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR WELe BEES CVLELLC 
FREDERICK A, 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL, SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, 21, 84TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

May 11, 1976 
4 

~ 

F 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi ALL eee et oa 
DERELY g The Attorney General ° Dare [-4h-0) BY reAunl 

Washington, D.C. 20530 ee se WDPeTb 

Dear Mr, Levl: 

I would like to thank you for thé courtesy you extended 
by promptly responding to my request to see you. Your action 
exemplified the spirit of cooperation between the Executive 
and Congress which prompted my request, 

I do feel that my concern that the FBI clear for release 
the documents with which I was concerned deserves your seri- 
ous attention, While I am aware that the release of the docu- 
ments may confirm the identity of a former FBI informant, I 
feel the posture the Bureau has taken in publicly denying that 
the events described in the documents ever took place neces- 
sitates their release, if only to set the record straight. It 
should be noted that the Bureau's public position in this situ- 
ation, as well as in others, has been taken in direct response 
to public statements I have made critical of past improper FBI 
activities. Accordingly, it is the confirmation of improper 
FBI activity, instead of the identity of the informant, with 
which I am concerned. Further, it is my feeling that, based 
on information I have received, the identity of the informant 
is already common knowledge. 

an te 

The other group of documents for which I sought release 
concern FBI actions taken against the Black Panther Party in 
North Carolina, These in no way involve a confidential source, 
and I anticipate no problems with their clearance. Under sep- 
arate cover I am furnishing Mr. Steve Blackhurst copies of the 
documents for which I seek cléarance., 

Again, let me express my appreciation to you for your as- 

WY 

Robert Morgan 

: © ENCLOSURE ay 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

| e 4 - WAY 12 1976 | 

O: John A. Minny, Assistant Director 
' Legal Counséj/L Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Steven Blackhurst 
Assistant Special Counsel for 

5/3 Intelligence Coordination 

SUBJECT: Attached Letter Dated May 11, 1976 

Attached is a letter from Walter Ricks of the 
Senate Select Committee staff enclosing the documents © ie 
which Senator Morgan requests be cleared for public ior 
release. As you know the Attorney General told < 
Senator Morgan that the Bureau would review the 
documents to determine which ones could be released. 

We would appreciate it if you would review the 
documents, make the necessary excisions, and return 
them to this Office for transmittal to the Committee. 

«Mtb 
hb i ) 

j Lach "0-107 V2 S12 3 7>~ 1695 
P. 

7 

< J ))
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RAY 12 1976 

TO: John A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Steven Blackhurst 
Assistant Special Counsel for 

Intelligence Coordination 

SUBJECT: Attached Letter Dated May 11, 1976 

Attached is a letter from Wakter Ricks of the 
Senate Select Committee staff enclosing the documents 
which Senator Morgan réquests be cleared for public . 
release. As you know the Attorney General told oe 
Senator Morgan that the Bureau would review the E 
documents to determine which ones couid be released, 

We would appreciate it if you would review the 
documents, make the necessary excisions, and return 
them to this Office for transmittal to the Committee, 

co: Paul Daly 

W 55172 Docld:32989591 Page 9 



FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 
JOHN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN ne 

PHiLip A. HART, MICH. HOWARD H. BAKER, <@ .* - ; . 
LER F. MONDALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, Ak o ie ie 
ea 2, AIUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS yy, MD. 

‘ OBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA, “Xs o > § 

Pprrnaer, cous. Mawutiea Hlates Devcte 
WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

FRECERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL STUDY GOVERNMENTAL. OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

May 11, 1976 

Mr, Steve Blackhurst 
Assistant Special Counsel for 

Intelligence Coordination 
Office of. the Deputy Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mr. Blackhurst: 

Forwarded herewith are copies of FBI documents which 
Senator Morgan wishes to have cleared for public release, 
The documents were the subject of the meeting yesterday with 
Attorney General Levi which we attended. Please notify me 
of the results of your efforts to have the documents cleared 
as soon as possible, 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter, 

Sincerely. yours, 

Winther Lele 
Walter E, Ricks, III 

ORMATION CONTADYED 

eee 18 oy CLA GPU) 

| mye-lu 

Enclosures . 

lak M10 35 . (6°98 
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€ Office of Legislative Affairs + 

5/11/76 

TOs. Attorney General 
Deputy Attorney General 
FBI, Attn: Paul Daly .— 

From: Michael M. Uhlmann 

The attached correspondence has 
been sent to Mike Shaheen asking him to 
prepare a response for the Attorney 
General's signature. 

renee ereeere 

A = Ma 

tS Pow 7 
Sy 
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN a 
JOHN G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN | SLA si as 

4 

SART, MICH. HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., ; - 
WALTER ehicioaes MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ. : ; 
WALTER 0, HUDDLESTON, KY, | CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD,. ' 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. wen, 

Ones Writer Blates Denes | 
WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 1 e CS e e 2 , ~* 

FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL T - , : 
CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMM! EE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO 5S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ‘20510 

May 11, 1976 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi 
The Attorney General 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mr, Lev1: 

I would-like to thank you for the courtesy you extended 
by promptly responding to my request to see you. Your action . 
exemplified the spirit of cooperation between the Executive 
and Congress which prompted my request, 

I do feel that my conlkern that the FBI clear for release 
the documents with which I was concerned deserves your seri- 
ous attention. While I am aware that the release of the docu- 
ments may confirm the identity of a former FBI informant, I 
feel the posture the Bureau has taken in publicly denying that 
the events described in the documents ever took place neces- 
Sitates their release, if only to set the record straight. It 
should be noted that the Bureau's public position in this situ- 
ation, as well as in others, has been taken in direct response 
to public Statements I have. made critical of past improper FBI 
activities. Accordingly, it is the confirmation of improper 
FBI activity, instead of the identity of the informant, with ; 
which I am concerned. Further, it is my feeling that, based 
on information I have received, the eoenGEey of the informant 
is already common knowledge. ; 

The other group of documents for which I sought release 
concern FBI actions taken against the Black Panther Party in 
North Carolina. These in no way involve a confidential source, 
and I anticipate no problems with their clearance. Under sep- 
arate cover I am furnishing Mr. Steve Blackhurst copies of the 

‘documents for which I seek clearance, 

Again, let me express my appreciation to you for your as- 
Sistance in this matter, 

SIFiap 
¥ : | are jab re \¢ aS Wage 

: nia ee 

nee - a F475 y bon 

ALL INFORMATION CONTADNED is Sincerely, : 
FEREIN Ube 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 1 9 

MAY 1962 ED , 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101~11.6 : i . 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT : ee 
Dep. AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir. . Memorandum = 
fe { Comp. Syst. —_ . : \; 

Ext. Affairs —_ 

TO : Mr. f/T.W. Leavitt7’ 4a DATE: 5/10/76 ee 
Ident. 

Inspection 

‘ “C6 Intell, 
FROM . JEG e Deegan A V 

Laboratory —___. 

Legal Coun. __ 
f eee Plan. & Eval. __ 

suBjecTt #SENSTUDY '75 ae 
Telephone Rm. — 

a / Ye Se Director Sec'y __ 

To advise of a telephone call from former Section 
Chief George C. Moore on Friday, 5/7/76, concerning a request 
he received from a representative of Rolling<tone Newspaper 
(an underground newspaper) in connection with the publica- 
tion of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities 
(ssc). 

PURPOSE : L 

= Former Section Chief Moore said he received the 
— call from an individual who identified himself as a reporter gle 
. for the Rolling;Stone Newspaper and who wanted to interview 4," 

==.5 him in detail concerning "Moore's testimony before the SSC."~’ 
¢~.+* Mr. Moore told this individual that he had no comment to make 
= , and when the individual pursued it further he was told by 
r‘'' Mr. Moore that any information concerning matters which he 
y supervised in the FBI would have to come from a representa-~ 

% 

= 225 raat 
* 

' tive of the FBI and not from him. 9 
ae ALL INFORMATION CONT 1 ; 

ACTION: Se 18 UCLASS ES { 
For information. PW)I2-10 

: ‘s ‘ 4 APPROVED: ok Bee bar secckcasuocsende 

- JGD:tdp AY a | owen pecaseuudy 2 : ghee alee a Se Oe acest 
1 oa : . ss -36e s bm _ CN A iteuemades 

62-116395 Kiwis ee ee ae ee ce 
POG ess ccseacsiesacasots to Tuk beak Delite es cae oe) 

1 - External Affairs Division ST 
1 - Mr. Leavitt 

lL - Mr. Phillips 
1 - Mr. Deegan \ par D af 

aR, f," YZ cy [OH 
Me €. ee AL. 572 f 

R cr A ao 
ea Fe 

“2 MAY 1? 1976 

KS. be eo, 

8 4 29 1976 Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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; > PPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
os MAY 1962 EDITION y's 

5010-106 

Siti - be GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 ‘L ee Mr, N. \ a: 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 1. Mr. J. B. Adams re eee oy 

L- Mr, T. J. Jenkins Se ala b Memorandum =i lve bli. Moore) 
\ (Attn: H. A. Boynton) ea 

SO : i. 2 gh e W. Leav Ltt, DATE: 5/10/76 Files & Com. 

Gen. Inv. 

2- Mr. J. A. Mintz oe 
FROM oe FEF. Phillj (1 - Mr. P. V. Daly) —inflt 

ee ~~ L-=Mr. T. W. Leavitt ae 

t e ° ° hi 11 i pec. Inv. = SUBJECT: onsen: 3 oe ee ee sere 
areca ee ck. Legal Coun. 

Tele phone: em secet 

PURPOSE: To advise of a falsehood in a Senate Select 

Committee (SSC) report, its possible impact on the Bureau 
and the writer personally, and the writer's request that 
this matter be taken up, through the Department, with 
senator Church personally. <A 

SYNOPSIS: SSC report on FBI investigation of Martin Luther 1 
King, Jr., contains falsehood in stating that supervisor X 

/ of King case (mid+1960's) still in "high position with je 
FBI.'' Writer is person referred to and never since s ervisio 

| of King case, served higher than Unit Chief, which io an 
i! to lowest of nine official Headquarters ranks ranging from 
Director to Supervisor, Statement containing falsehood in 

: 

J 

3 DBS a footnote of report added after FBI review and contrary to 
agreements by the 5SC, Department and Bureau on our review of 
5SC's drafts prior to publication, This matter subject of 
a page 1 "Los Angeles Times" article 5/6/76 which could lead 
to further media or other exploration with result that 
writer's name may be publicly revealed, This raises great 
personal concern for writer and also impacts on Bureau, 

“e 

ONTAINED [£6 LEC g. 
\ +2 

ma x's § 

i 
A mistT pre Rogan tc 

{ NHON A 

Committee's Life, 
This is latest of many SSC abuses revealed to us during 

Writer requests Bureau address itself to 
Senator Church personally on this matter, 

RECOMMENDATION: Legal Counsel Division address, through the 
Department, an appropriate communication to Senator Church 
personally, which should voice the Bureau's and writer's concern, 
dismay and protest, PEC IR) bo 4 —~ HOLE — LG £692. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Leavitt | 

} Re: SENSTUDY 75 - 

ADDENDUM: J. B. ADAMS:ams 5/13/76 

I can appreciate Mr. Phillips' concern over this maiter; 
however, I do not feel the issue is of sueh magnitude in comparison 
to the overall quality of the Senate Intelligence Committee product to 
warrant any formal action at this time. 

a eS | 

| 
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

DETAILS: An Appendix to the SSC's Final Report on the 
FBI's domestic intelligence work, entitled "Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Case Study," was publicly released 5/5/76. On 
page 146 appears information concerning the FBI's attempt 
to determine the validity of an allegation in 1965 that 
King had a numbered account in a foreign bank with a balance 
of over $1,000,000. The information, as reported by the 
SSC, indicates that the allegation was received by the 
King case supervisor (writer) at the time and that he conceadved 
the plan to check out the allegation, Four footnotes 
relating to this information (#289-292) appear at the bottom 
of page 146. Three of the footnotes identify specific FBI 
documents, copies of which we had furnished to the SSC, 
One of the footnotes, #289, states, "If should be noted 
that the Supervisor in charge of the King case is still in 
a high position with the FBI and handled the committee's 
documents requests in the King case investigation.” 

The 5/6/76 issue of the "Los Angles Times" contains 
an article on page 1 headed, "FBI Supervisor Who Sought to 
Discredit King Still There."' (Attached to the original 
and to each copy of this memorandum is a Xerox of the article.) 
The article reports rather fully the information on this 
matter contained on page 146 and quotes almost in its 
entirety the footnote quoted above, The article outlines 
the author's (writer not identified in article but believed 
to principally be Ron Ostrow) efforts to identify the 
supervisor in charge of the King case and includes his 
contacts with the SSC and Assistant Attorney General 
J. Stanley Pottinger, It appears that the author's interest 
prompting such a highlighted story stems from mearlier- 
released statement by Pottinger that "the top nine persons 
responsible for the FBI campaign all are either dead or 
retired,'' When this statement of Pottinger is compared with 
the footnote quoted above, the inconsistency is glaring, 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

This memorandum and the recommended action is 
prompted by a deep concern of the writer for his own 
personal safety, Without being theatrical or exaggerating, 
the writer recognizes that walking the streets today are 
individuals mentally or otherwise so affected that they 
might attempt some act of violence in what they would 
consider retaliation for the death of a martyred hero. 
While this is a personal concern, there is an obvious 
simultaneous impact on the Bureau should anything impair 
the safety of the writer, While the writer's name is not 
yet a matter of public record, it is certainly not unlikely 
that the footnote in question will serve as the springboard 
for such media or other investigation which will finally 
result in an exposure of the writer, by name, as the King 
case supervisor. 

Iwo principal derelictions on the part of the 
SSC are noted in relation to this matter, (1) The statement 
that the writer is in a high position with the FBI is an 
absolute falsehood. At the time the writer assumed 
supervision of the King case, he held the lowest ranking 
Special Agent position at FBIHQ, that of a Supervisor, 
During the supervision of that case, he was elevated to 
the position of Unit Chief and has never risen above that 
position since supervising the King case, Significantly, 
of nine position ranks at FBIHQ, from the Director to a 
Supervisor, the Unit Chief is the next to lowest rank, 
(2) By agreements between the SSC, the Department and the 
Bureau, we were permitted to review drafts of the 5SC's 
reports so that we might call to its notice necessary changes 
relating to classification, sensitivity of material, and 
identities of personnel below rank of Section Chief. When 
the draft of this Appendix was reviewed by the writer, 

CONTINUED «+ OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

it did not contain the quoted footnote, Not only is 
there considerable question as to the validity of the 
quoted portion as a footnote rather than as being included 
in the details of the material, but its mere post-review 
addition raises considerable questions, 

The writer hesitates to become accusatory as to 
motive but is hard put to be dissuadedfrom belief that 
this addition of the footnote was a deliberate act with 
intention to eventual public uncovering of the writer's 
name, The SSC has been furnished documents and the 
writer, upon interview by the SSC Staff, furnished infor- 
mation fully revealing of the positions which the writer 

| has held in the Bureau since his supervision of the King 
| case, In short, the SSC knows full well that the claim 

that the writer is in a high position is a falsehood. 

As the Director and other Bureau officials are 
| aware, an abuse by the SSC is nothing new to us, The 
| Department is also similarly aware, The current instance 
| is just the latest of many SSC abuses and, notwithstanding 

the writer's personal feelings and involvement, he must 
consider this as an extreme abuse. 

I am, therefore, requesting that the Bureau, 
through the Department, personally bring this matter to attention of 
Senator Church and make crystal clear to him that the 

! Bureau, and I personally, consider this action by the SSC 
with deep concern, dismay and that the Bureau and I 
protest the SSC's action, Under normal circumstances, as 
head of our Senstudy 75 Project, I would handle this aspect 
insofar as necessary correspondence and arrangements are 
concerned, However, for obvious personal considerations, 
L belie¥e this should be handled by our Legal Counsel 
Division, 
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isclosed the FBI campaign against King, President Ford 
was asked whether he favored purging ‘those cesponsible 
frora government service. 

Declaring that the actions against King were "abhorrent 
to all Americans, including myself," Ford said, "Whether Washington Star-News 
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‘The Washington Post _. 

alive.is_difficult, but I certainly will consult with the at- The New York Times 
ome general regarding that matter." The Wall Street Journal’ 
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—~AT thé tine he supervised the King case, he was among 
the lowest ranking agent personnel at the FBI's Washing- 
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"  Althoug-Pettinger and Senate committee.nfiicials have 
_ refused to identi tity “the top officials who directed the King 
" harassment, documents cited by the committee's report 
make it clear that the ranking would include Hoover and 
his closest aide, Clyde Tolson, who is also dead, and re- 
red FBI officials Sullivan, Alan Belmont, Mrederick 

~ Baumgardner, Cartha DeLoach and Charles Brennan. 
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SUBJECT8t.Qg ANGELES TIMES" ARTICLE 5/6/76 
CONCERNING BUREAU SUPERVISOR HANDLING 
MARTIN LUTHER KING MATTER 

PURPOSE 
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Ext. Affair 75 = 
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Laboratory ___ 

DATE: 5/6/76 

Legal Coun. __ 

Plan. & Eval, __ 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y __ 

(7 PAIL) eceenrrnn 

The purpose of this memorandum is to record contact with 
Ron Ostrow, reporter for the "Los Angeles Times," and his agreement 
to not pursue the identity of the FBI Supervisor mentioned in his 
article of 5/6/76. 

DETAILS 
On the evening of 5/5/76 Ron Ostrow, reporter for the 

"Los Angeles Times," contacted Deputy Assistant Director Homer 
Boynton of the External Affairs Division. 
Senate Select Committee (SSC) case study on Dr. Martin Luther King, 
page L46,~f£06étnote #2789, indicates that "the supervisor in oon ae 
of the King case is still in a high position with the FBI a n 
handled the Committee's documents request in the King case iphesti- 

Ostrow stated that this statement appeared to contradict 
the comments of Assistant Attorney General J. Stanley Pottinger who 
indicated approximately one week ago that the top 9 persons respon- 

gation." 

e 
+7 

ae 2 

ALL INForzr HERE | DATE/ 3 
Department of Justice. 

informed that this gentlemen in no way had anything to do with 
policy~making or direction of activities against Dr. King. 
stated that he was most anxious to determine the identity of this 
individual and had been in contact with Mr. Pottinger at the 

Ostrow stated that the 

Ostrow was 

ix 

a sible for the FBI campaign against Dr. King were all either dead 
te Gy QW OF retired. 
QO ot 

ED Ostrow was advised that the individual alluded to in the 
ey report was not a high official of the FBI and in the order of rank 
ea of investigative employees at FBIHQ was near the bottom. 

Ostrow 

Subsequent to the release of the article (attached) on 
5/6/76 Mr. Seymor Phillips and Mr. Boynton met with the Director 
to express concern about the footnote in the SSC case study 

Ostrow's article. This concerh, revolved about “ne mye of and . 

“ree Mr. Moore 

Mr. Leavitt 
Mr. Seymor Phillips 
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Moore to Jenkins memorandum 
Re: Los Angeles Times Article 

the possibility that a deranged or warped-minded individual 
might decide to make amends for what might be considered to 
be an affront to Dr. King and attempt to do bodily harm to 
Bureau employees responsible for these actions. The Director 
agreed with this assessment of the problem and instructed that 
Boynton contact Ostrow and ask him if he would be willing to desist 
in his efforts to identity the FBI Supervisor. 

On the afternoon of 5/6/76 Boynton met with Ron Ostrow 
and conveyed the aforementioned concerns. Ostrow indicated that 
he did not intend to pursue this matter any further unless he 
received pressure to do so, in which case he would immediately 
notify Boynton. In accordance with the Director's instructions, 
if Ostrow is to proceed further, consideration will be given to 
contacting higher level officials at the "Los Angeles Times" up 
to and including the publisher in order to protect the identity 
of Mr. Seymor Phillips in this matter. 

WP 

RECOMMENDATION 

For information. 
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ap Director Sec'y __ 

Car PURPOSE: To advise of inquiry from inal Cody concerning ! 
appearance of his name in Senate Select Committee (SSC) report 
on Martin Luther King, Jr., investigation, and advice given to Ni 
Chicago Office in responding to Gody and press inquiries-- "no f\, 
comment" as to Latter. x 

SYNOPSIS: Chicago Office had inquiry from Cardinal Cody who was 
being contacted by press because his name appears in SSC report — 
on King investigation. Chicago desired guidance as to press ; 
inquiries and what it can advise Cody. Report reveals discussion ™ 
in 1966 between then SAC Marlin Johnson and Cody re King, this 
information taken from a Chicago letter to FBIHQ, copy furnished ». 
to SSC. After review of full facts known, Mr. Adams directed” allt, 
press inquiries b& responded to with "no comment." Pursuant to ~~ 
Adams' instructions, Chicago advised to give Cody.benefit/of 
pertinent information in SSC report and he be told FBI will 
respond to press inquiries on matter with "no comment." Cody tog 
also be tactfully advised that we cannot let him see the 
Chicago letter reporting Johnson's discussion with him and that 
in not so doing, he will be placed in a better posture re no 
recollection of past events if asked by the press. However, 
to make clear to Cody that FBI is not advising him re his 
responses to the press. 

t 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 
62=-116395 

SOhWE: 
SOhw Ee 3:10 p.m., 5/5/76, writer telephonically contacted 
by ASAC| Russell Gray, Jr., Chicago, who advised as follows: 
Cardinal¥Gody,,.Archbishop_of Chicago Diocese, Roman Catholic 

|, _Shurch, who is just being released from hospital after surgery, 
K" contacted Chicago Office to advise that “eastern press" has been 
Lb calling him about appearance of his name.in SSG report.on 

Martin Luther King, Jr., investigation. Report reveals that 
he had discussed King with an FBI Agent in 1966 and Cody 
had little recollection of matter; could not even recall name 
of contacting Agent. Gray referred writer to Chicago letter 
to FBIHQ 2/24/66, re King written by then SAC Marlin Johnson 
which reported a Johnson conversation with Cody concerning 
King and other matters. Gray requested advice on two specific 
matters: (1) Guidance for press inquiries; (2) What may 
Chicago Office tell Cody and may it give him a copy of the 
Johnson letter to FBIHQ? 

Page 172 of the Ssc report on King case entitled 
"Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr., Case Study," contains the 
following two pertinent paragraphs mentioning Cody: 

"In February 1966 Dr. King held a press 
conference following a meeting with the Reverend 
John P. Gody, Archbishop of the Chicago 
Diocese of the Roman Catholic Church, and 
announced that he and Cody were in agreement 
on general civil rights goals and that he 
hoped priests and nuns in Chicago would 
participate in SCLC programs. The Domestic 

! Intelligence Division subsequently 
: recommended that a special agent acquainted 

with the Archbishop brief him about Dr. King 
to aid ‘the Archbishop in determining the degree 
of cooperation his archdiocese will extend to King's 
program,in Chicago and (to) result in a lessening 
of King's influence in Chicago.' 

"The Archbishop was briefed on February 24, 
1966, ‘along the lines discussed with 
Assistant Director Sullivan.’ The agent who 
conducted the briefing wrote that he felt ‘certain 

that (Cody) will do everything possible to neutralize 

Kine's effect in this area.'" 

os Des 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 
62=116395 

The two paragraphs were supported by three 
footnotes, two of which, #394 and 395 are to the 
aforementioned Chicago letter (memorandum) of 2/24/66. 

Files relating to our SENSTUDY 75 Project reveal that 
we have furnished to the SSC a copy of 2/24/66 letter with some 
excisions but which did reveal Johnson's conversation with Cody 
about King. We also had furnished the SSC a copy of an internal 
FBIHQ memorandum which documented the first paragraph 
quoted above from the King report. 

All of the above was discussed with Mr. J. B. Adams 
who directed the following action be taken. Bureau (HQ and 
Chicago Office) to respond to press inquiries on this 
matter strictly, “no comment." Chicago Office to permit Cody 
to read exactly what is in the SSC report (two paragraphs 

_ quoted above). It is Adams’ belief that onee Cody sees these 
excerpts he will likely be less concerned. Most significant 
on this point, and it should be specifically pointed out to Cody, 
is the portion of Johnson's letter which states, "...he felt 
certain that (Cody) will do everything possible to neutralize 
King's effect in this area." This excerpt reveals that it was 
Johnson's feeling that Cody would neutralize King's effect and 
not an expressed statement by Cody on this point. Cody 
will be told that Bureau's responses to any press inquiries will 
be "no comment." Also, Cody to be told that our files reveal 
he did have a meeting with Johnson and that the 2/24/66 letter 
reported the results thereof to FBIHQ, but that we are unable to 
permit his seeing that letter. It should be tactfully pointed 
out to Cody that by his not seeing the Johnson letter which would 
refresh his memory, he would be in a better position in answering 
any press inquiries, to be abhe to truthfully claim "no 
recollection." It should be made clear to Cody that.the FBI is not 

advising him in any way as to whether or not he should answer 
press inquiries and if he does, what he should say. 

Deputy Assistant Director Boynton, External Affairs | 

Division, was briefed on this matter and advised of Mr. Adams 

instructions as to “no comment" to press. 

At 5:40 p.m.; 5/5/76, writer telephonically contacted 

ASAG Gray in Chicago and dictated to his secretary the two 

pertinent paragraphs from the SSC report. Gray was then 

5 Se 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 
62116395 

fully informed of Mr. Adams’ instructions. He indicated 
he would abide by them strictly and expressed appreciation 
for the prompt response in the guidance being given the 
Chicago Office in this matter. 
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' PURPOSE: 

To advise of the Senate Select Committee's decision 

not to interview former SA Nathan L. Ferris. | 

' SYNOPSIS: 

Senate Select Committee staff representative advised 

on. 5/5/76 that Committee had decided not to interview former SA 

Ferris and further stated former SA Ferris had resisted attempts. 

by that Committee to interview him. , 
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' DETAILS: 

On 5/5/76, Paul Wallach, Counsel for captioned Committee, 

telephonically advised SA Paul V. Daly of this Division that the 

Committee had attempted to interview former SA Ferris and that 

former SA Ferris had refused stating that he did not want to talk 

to "you creeps." Wallach advised Committee decided not to sub- 

poena or force former SA Ferris to submit to interview. KB 
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PURPOSE: This is to advise of status of our review of i 
Senate Select Committee (SSC) report on domestic intelligence 
activities and observations concerning possible Bureau 
response to report. 

SYNOPSIS: . In February, 1976, Director asked that we 
gather material for possible response to the SSC report on 
our security work. Date for issuance of report extended 
from 3/15 to 4/30/76; Committee's Life ends 5/31/76. Report 
dealing primarily with FBI released 4/26/76; approximately : 
15 separate supplements (Appendices) to be released this jer 
month, INTID is making detailed review of the Report and lf 
will do same with supplements, This being done by approxitately 
20 Supervisors having most expertise in specific areas. 
They are pinpointing 5S5C’s inaccuracies, distortions, slantingsg, 
etc. Believed we should withhold decision on response to 
SSC Report until after review of all of SSC's releases 
(Appendices). Also to be noted is position expressed by CIA 
Director Bush on release of SSC Report on CIA; namely, say 
little and attempt to end public debate on U. S. intelligence, 

RECOMMENDATION: For information. 

APPROVED: Comp. Syst... Laboratory... 
Assoc. Dir....f! MY Ext. Affairs... Legal Coun... 
Dep. AD Adm.......! Gen. Inve Plan. & Eval... 

RUM Dep. AD IV Gy eet ISOrt.ecseneenene Rec. Mgmto.eccscss-- Z 
Asst. Dir.: Ui Inspection.j....... Spec. Inv............. 
ACM IM. .coccececscoececose Intell Thuis) ed Training................. ia 
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Memorandum to Mr. TI. W. Leavitt 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

DETAILS: The Director's memorandum to Messrs, Jenkins 
and Moore 2/24/76, ''Re: Senate Select Committee Report,"' 
directed that we then start gathering material for use 
in any response we might make when the SSC releases its 
report on the FBI's security work, such as press release or 
Similar action defending ourselves, The original date the 
report was to be released was 3/15/76, but the SSC received 
some date extensions, last one to 4/30/76. Life of the 
Committee to cease 5/31/76. Memorandum from D. W. Moore, Jr., 
to Mr. Jenkins 3/16/76, “Senate Select Committee Report," 
advised of the INID review of the SSC's draft reports and 
observed that it would be premature to prepare a public 
statement at that time. 

For the past two months we have been reviewing 
drafts of various portions of the SSC report and its 
appendices (exhibits, case studies, and the like) and, in 
addition to negotiating some changes and corrections in 
these drafts with the SSC Staff, we have, where appropriate, 
submitted memoranda to the Department, with copies for the 
White House, containing our critique of the various drafts. 
This has encompassed such matters as what we felt to be 
distortions, slantings inaccuracies, reporting out of context, 
and similar reporting abuses. 

On 4/28/76, the SSC made public its Final Report 
entitled "Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans - 
Book II,'' which deals primarily with the FBI - domestic 
intelligence activities. (Book I dealt with foreign and 
military intelligence matters, is primarily of concern to 
CIA and was released 4/26/76.) We immediately launched a 
substantive review effort of the Report in the INTD. This 
involves approximately 20 Supervisors, Section Chiefs and 
their Number One Men reviewing the portions of the Report 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

where they have the most expertise and responsibility. 
This effort is presently under way and the personnel are 
preparing material for consideration where they recognize 
inaccuracies and other delinquencies in the Report. It 
should be significantly noted, however, that during the 
remaining life of the Committee this month, it will be 
publishing approximately 15 separate documents in the form 
of Appendices to the already-released Report. They will 
cover such specific matters as Martin Luther King, Jr., 
investigation:,, COINTELPRO, electronic surveillances, 
surreptitious entries and a variety of other subjects, 

OBSERVATIONS: It is believed that full consideration to any 
response the Bureau may decide to make on the SSC's Report 
(including Appendices) should not be given until after the 
review of the some 15 Appendices due for release this month. 
We will, of course, review each of these as we are reviewing 
the basie Report. It should be of more than mild interest 
to us that when Book I of the SSC Report relating primarily 
to CIA was released, CIA Director George Bush was reported 
as indicating that neither he nor his Agency would say 
much about the report after it is released. Bush made clear 
that one thing he wants is an end to the public debate over 
U. S. intelligence ("Washington Star," 4/26/76, article by 
Vernon A. Guidry, Jr.). Although Bush was apparently 
speaking as head of the CIA, we should recognize that he 
is also Director of Central Intelligence and thus his 
thoughts should impact on the entire intelligence community, 
including the FBI. 

When all the reviews are completed, we will more 
precisely address ourselves to the matter of possible response, 
For your additional information, there is attached a statement 
prepared by the External Affairs Division which it is using 
to answer press inquiries on this matter, 

3 oe 
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| 

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 

findings can be informative and provide constructive assistance 

to the Nation, to the Congress, to the Executive Branch, and 

to the Government's intelligence agencies. 

We need a balanced approach in fashioning today's 

reforms and Heseturie this report will help bring about such a 

result. Rather than endless rumination over the past, we are 

examining our activities precisely and will take corrective 

action neeevex warranted. We have guidelines now an0 eeree, 

more may be needed. — At the same time, we must make certain 

that the FBI's important functions are not impaired through 

inattention. They can be maintained within a framework of 

both fairness and ae es ciener: 

I have not read the entire report but I am doing so. 

My review will not be directed toward uncovering errors or 

misinterpretations of the thrust of the deliberations. I 

intend to keep foremost not what is good for the FBI but what 

is best for the Nation. Hopefully we can together assure that 

both are served to make them mutually compatible. 
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COBYTLL PROS 

PURPOSE: To summarize the Findings and Recommendations, relating 
to our discontinued Counterintelligence Prograras 

(Cointelpros), as set forth in the Final Report of the Senate Select 
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelli- 
gence Activities (SSC) released 4/28/76, 

SYNOPSIS: Approximately one-fifth of the text of Book 2 of the SEC 
Final Report discusses or refers to Cointelpro with 

emphasis on Black Extremist and New Left Programs, The SEC con- 
cludes covert action programs have been used to disrupt lawful 
political activities of Americans and to discredit them, using tactics 
abhorrent in a free and decent society. Report indicates many of the Ce 
victims were nonviolent, not foreign controlled and posed no security ~ 
threat. further the actions taken interfered with First Amendment 
rights and tacties used often risked and sometimes caused serious 
emotional, economic, or physical damage. leport recoramends pro- 
hibiting roifrom disseminating information for improper purposes, 
interfering with lawiul speech, publication, assembly, organizational 
activity or associations, and from harassing through unnecessary 
overt investigative techniques. Additionally, Report recommends 
the Department of Justice notify all Cointelpro victims and third ; 

' parties who had received anonymous Cointelpro communications. a 
Although Report contains no new or surprise allezations, its identi- 
fication of Cointelpro actions, sometimes naming targets, may be . 
expected to result in increased Freedom of information Act (FOIA) ‘ 
inquiries. : 

ON 

L INFORMATT 

‘ALT HE DATE 

ee a * CONTINUED - OVER : 
( 1) 62~116895 (Senstudy) 
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Miemorondum to Mr. T. VW. Leavitt 
Ke: Cointelpros 
G2- 116009 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information. 

= 

DETAILS: Book 2 of the Final Keport of the SSC, released 4/28/76, 
sets forth the results of the Committee's investigation 

into Federal domestic intelligence activities. 

Approximately one-fifth of the text of this Book discusses 
or refers to the discontinued Cointelpros and emphasis is placed on 
the programs targeting black extremists and the New Left, The 
Report makes frequent reference to the "perceived threat" and 
imprecise targeting. '' Examples of particularly sensational 
Cointelpro actions are used to illustrate alleced abuses in other areas, 
and statements of former and present Bureau personnel regarding other 
areas of our intelligence responsibilities are used to ernphasize alleged 
Cointelpro abuses. 

| Approximately 63. pages of the 341- page text deal with or 
refer to Cointelpre, and the acronym is utilized in uppercase type 
approximately 127 times. Pages 65-67, 86-89 and 211-219 detail 
Cointelipro activities, 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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wWiemorandur to wit, T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Cointelpros 
62- 176009 

Under the title "Using Covert Action to Disrupt and Dis- 
credit Domestic Groups, ' a major finding of the Committee, “that 
covert action programs have been used to disrupt the lawiul political 
activities of individual Americans and groups and to discredit them, 
using dangerous and degrading tactics which are abhorrent in a free 
and decent society, " the following findings are set forth: 

a. Although the claimed purposes of the programs were 
to protect national security and to prevent violence, many of the 
victims were nonviolent, were not controlled by a foreign power and 
posed no threat to national security. 

bp. The acts taken interfered with the First Amendment 
viehts of many citizens. 

c. The tactics used atten risked and sometimes caused 
serious emotional, econoraic, or physical damace. Ht is indicated 
the sustained use of such tactics in an attempt to destroy 
Dr. iiartin Luther (ing, Jx., violated the law and fundamental 
human decency. (Page 211) 

kecocamendation 40 (page 317) states the £GI should be 
prohibited from {a) disseminating information for iraproper purposes; 
(9) interfering with lawful speech, publication, assembly, organiza- 
tional activity or association; and (c) harassing individuals through 
unnecessary overt investigative techniques, It would appear the latter 
is in support of past allegations of the SSC that our aggressive inves~ 
tication in itself amounted to Cointelpro-type action, 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 
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wiemorandum to hir. FT. W. Leavitt 
Re: Cointelpros 
G2~ 116009 

Recommendation 90 (page 336) indicates the Freedom of 
information and Federal Privacy Acts should continue to be vigorously 
enforced and, in addition, recommends “the Department of Justice 
should notify all readily identifiable targets of past Megal surveii~ 
lance techniques, and all Cointelpro victims, and third parties who 
had received anonymous Cointelpro communications, of the nature of 
the activities directed against them, or the source of the anonymous 
communications to them." It would appear this recommendation 
would include other areas of past alleged abuse, as well as Cointelpro. 
éiso the inclusion of third parties is an expansion upon previous noti~- 
fication suggested, 

Although the Final Report contains no «ew or surprise 
allezations, the identification of targets by name, or of circumstances 
which would enable ready identification, may be expected ta present 
an increase in FOIA inquiries, For example, documents are foot- 
noted outlining Cointelpro actions directed against Leonard Boudin 
{attorney in the Elisberg case and currently in the Trotskyite suit) | 
and Dr. Benjarain Spock, former minority Presidential candidate 
whe in the past had been indicted for conspiring to violate the Selective 
Service Act, (Page 246) Also references are set forth te original 
FBI documents end details set out regarding an action conducted 
against "a Niidwest lawyer running for city council" who was defeated 
and who later ran successfully for a judgeship. Five FSI communi- 
cations to or from the Detroit Office are cited. {Page 248) Anyone 
familiar with political or subversive activities in the Detroit area 
would be readily able to identify the target in this instance as the 
current iviayor of Detroit, 
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TO. Director Kelley DATE: May 11, 1976 
Michael Shaheen 
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“ I note the following paragraph in the New York Times for \ 
today: | A 

a 
ses The committee staff also reported that the 

bureau had made at least 491 surreptitious 
entries between 1960 and 1975 to install 
listening devices in the homes or offices 
of criminal suspects, and that 509 microphones 
had been surreptitiously installed by the 

é bureau in domestic intelligence cases during 
oe the same period. 

Also the following paragraph in the Washington Post: i? a 

In addition to the estimate of more than 200 
“black bag jobs," the report said the FBI 
has installed more than 500 bugs without warrant 
Since 1960 “against intelligence and internal 
security targets," a technique which "the 
Justice Department still permits." iuie) : 

a warrant are still being made or are still "permitted" 
for internal security targets. AREC-10 l, 2 Sb Z 7S 1596 

: fk ) 

I need to know needed information you Rave on this. 

| These paragraphs give the impression that entries without 

oy 
x i may 14 1976 , 
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. WASHINGTON, May: 410=-The dbtanéd’ ‘hitidreds. of ’ ‘pages. of 

‘Justice ‘Department has: ~raised EBT: files, recounting. the ‘bure-| 2 Ae 

“the. possibility that it. will notlau’s..gttempts: to: disrupt: its 
“defend: in,@ Civil lawsuit, ;-thiree| Opefations, ‘dneliding + doe 
. Sagents. of . the -Federal: -Burea cuments. showing that its.Man: 

“OF ‘Investigation: ; who? allegedly: Hattan*offices-were-birglanize | 

took patt in or approved. ‘burs by: ‘Bederal: ‘Beenie ‘On an avers 

eee at aie “a 

saat 

~plariés.of the: Socialist Workers|age'-o e,every, thteé- weeks if 
: paris Nee York City: ‘otices belvesn 1960: “andi1966,. ae 
‘inithe-early 1960°S:."“,-.- “cy Although: most’ of thosedo: 
he The--papets: filed iti Federal uments: have-been:censored by 
‘District Court ‘ih Manhattan on thebureau, the namss of two 
., Friday... "Justice. “Department EB. I. agents, GeorgexP:. Bax- 
Tawyers: assented: that “at thisittunb-Je; an Arthur ai. Greene 
‘ : Stage it. is’ unclear’ ‘whether Jr. appeared. in-bureaur reports 
'* there is, or May be, a- conflict referring taithe piirglaries. 5 

| ) -.bétweén” the-Government’s. de}. ‘The lawyers: for-the:Social st 
., -fense of thé? Federal. officials Workers, are: attempting to aiid 
valready named. i in: the case, andiMr: -Baxtrum: and Mr. ‘Greane 

“the: défense. it-could: ‘offer ‘the to: the _ of Fi deteidaatsin a ih iP 
oes agents. . ' 
ou The ‘Goverment resbotisé to 1h 
ce “the Socialist Workers’ jnotion 
e did not elaborate ‘put Justice 
“Department Officials. said that 
-» the. delemimna. had: “been: ‘OCCAr 
P sone oe be dopbt ovetty 

e108 ‘OF the: DIeak-ins ant ‘One Justice Departiient. law. 
L; bythe. possibility that the thrée} ¥; 
e agents tight eventually. find), ven sald today, that unlike 
zg themselvés subject to- criminal) ¢ 
/ * prosecution by the Justic ce De | ended ‘torsue ‘the three agen

ts 
: ag: individuals, umaking. the 

' partment inthat regard; ~~’ 4P personally-liable- for day dame 
vo ‘Implications. of ‘Move. ae ses-awarded: ‘ ’ ; 

'*” should the department decidel § : Another <sustice Deparimeiit 

p ccisiod ‘vould. have. serious im-| décision on ‘whether, to- -offér re 
plications. ‘fornunierous: “other ‘préséntation® to. the .agents,> 

a Stormer” and: present ° F.BA should, that. ane ‘necesse y 
er agents involved in the ‘bureat’s [3% 
GO countenintelligencé: program - 

“ wover the years. who may find 
‘atheniiselves. the targets, of ‘simi I 
vendar Chil: Suits:brought. by. ‘other | 
iY tyictims. of ‘the progmm, known 
Cops Cointelpro.: ** i* 
a The Judtice Déepaiitment.i is:rée- 
in a ene ‘the 15-year record’ of 
i« the. burea i disription: u = Pays andt \reptitious- éhtries” for ‘Various 
i. Workers Patty, the Communist}! oo between 1942 and 
ap and other domestic =f.7 ay mestic radi-|!" ty addition’ to. thé 92 loon 

li 

ee Tree ee ee tat 

F 

J Work City’ office "between ZN 0 
atid 1975: " ys i 
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\ried outias.tany-as: 1,300°“sitr- 

menees se 
*.i¢al and right-wing ‘ gtoups, aiid|) 
e Attoriey "Général Edward HH ‘burglaries: 6f~ ‘the. ‘So¢ia 

a pat te ae that’ victims. of} rorkets giices, ee State re 
4 particulatly: egrégious:. -viola=|/ i 3st. AZeNts CONAUCTS 
f Bis ye eeregio ‘ed’ at Teast.239 entries. Gaede “fone tesdon Pa be andre at: some, 15:.domestic politicall i’sonal-freedoms: enotifiedt. .18.-domestic. politic 

E | gtoups’, to: “seatch- offices. ah 
“. The Socialist Workers. party; , s¥2imembers’ ‘homes ‘or ‘to: photo- 

. ‘through a discovery ‘ord(r -eraph OF aoe Goeamedte i 
‘In; none Of these. cases, th 

lrepott said., were vatious att nf 
\eys . general” adviséd that t 1e 
bhreau was -condiicting ‘break: 
ils. without a judicial’ searth 

rrant, a ‘practice that, cour Ss 

erent is — ee inten Sh ee - 
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found to: be: in Station 

the Fourth Amendment -pro- 
hibition ag against unlawful, seqrchy 
and: Seizure. 

+ 24 Other Entries Cited: 

© The committee ' staff algo té- 
jorted:, that, the, bureau ‘had 
fade at Ieast 491 surréptitious 

entries. between. 
O. install,’ distening: 
the. homés’ ‘OL.: ‘offices: ‘of crimi+|: 

and: that. 509’ -mis 
a’ been: surrepti= 

installed ‘by the bureau 

in domestic intelligence cases 

duriig the Sajne period. 

*eport 

tet al: EB. documents /con- 

ling that the ‘purglaties wet 

eany illegal,” 
hat.even after the practice. ha 

Ibeen: formally’ terminated by Ae 

al: “Suspects, - 
honés: ha 

t by ‘buréau ee 

Mr.: Hoover's order. did. not 

* tidivi dul Suits ‘Bepected ban siitréptitious entries to, in- 
stall microphones, however, Or}. 

thi buplaties ee eee ify] 

thi telligence ‘tars Such as.-em- 
lother defendants; the party in bassie and: constilates- in: ‘the’ 

United . Statesi. 
Meanwhile, F 

that 2: public apology on Satur- 
day ‘by ‘Clatence M. Kelley, the 
current F.B.1, Director, for some; 
of the bureaw’s past a actions had): 
generated considarable; adverse 

‘among ‘present .and 

foriner agents of the bureau. W 

‘Up a- a at Westminister 
‘Rultof,. Mo., Mi 

thout t being, ‘specifi 

"ALS THRORMATION CONTADNED 

ne of the E 
tivities. “cléarly: wrong: 
indefensible,” and he 

t. 

1960: and ‘1975 
devicés. in 

took note Of in-||aiuges occurred. 

and. it ‘sait 
Cee, 

criticized Mr: Hoover inegiving: 
fhis. assprarices that “the, bureau 
wollld neyer again’ be’: 
act “without accountability.” 

Advice to Kélley’’ ‘Noted 

AS. ‘the Congressional . inves- 

tigations of the. EBL have 

progressed’ over the Vast: ‘year, 
tsome- of Me. Kelley's aides, have 
ibéeer-advising him, as one put 
it, “to- put a little daylight” be: 
tween ‘himself and Mi. ‘Hoover, 
under whom all of tlie reported 

jkAnother gtoup of ‘éxecutive 
. dhe ‘bureau’ St ee 

Bie at : 
anid: quite 
‘imphetly: 

‘able ito 

an AN 

! .e fiave ‘bes | 

thd bureaws ‘past. 

alley’ s, Westminister. 
said: “There: ate ‘still: 

| 
*B;I,.soprces. ‘gaid) 

best? for Mr, Kelley’s. 
coming’as it did after 
gressional committees. 
closed most‘ of their 

rius'- camps” in théir 
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ley]: Wins. nothing by. this: 

 "“Knother source conceded that, 
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i By: George Latinien dx ue 
WashingtomPost.Steft! Writer a Te (26 . : 

The FBI still conducts break-ing: against. iitélligenc 
targets without. getting a couit. order; @ Special Senate | 
intelligence coimittee: report: said: yestérday...> fee 

é 
aera The Senate investigators, said:such stir ite titioitg : 

entries. are: ‘conducted - mainly’ t0. ‘plant. hidden: “micegk 
phones. and other récofditg . devices, but. gecasionall | 
the thissions. -have. turned. ae 
into. raids. for -other infor: ; : 5 we watt Segh “mation as wéli: oes "8% a ee Tae parerrer 

The EBL assured thie ‘eon Ce More. than Poe the : 
‘mittee that in recent years: | wet *86- -calle ack’ 
at Jeast,. the : “opportunity”: HLJjobs?= burglaries. once: 

“to .expand: thé efitries into: ‘ahd: condticted, not: foi: dhe: 
‘thultitputpoge burglaries ak 1esake .of. plantings @ Bug But 
been. “exploited” “only” : fot-other: puxposes: ‘such ‘as..| | 

oe i : ®Bhysical search: ard Photo-, against. foréign:. agents. ae 
‘The report ‘said that de:;’ 

a i@eraphitig: sor Seizing.” nee 
y idents." nay . cording: to.an: FBI memoran- “Suck -nitnies ileluded. 

dium. supplied: to the commit. -, 1 tone: sériés Of break-ins,.per- 
tee last fall, in the: course ‘of’ |: (eps as: many, As. ‘92° of them ; : installing electronic. bugs; te 
“there ‘Rave ‘been’ ,occasions, 

A between: 1960: “and 1976: : 
\ against the ‘Socialist ‘Work: 

‘when. obsérvations:’ “anid! réé-.' 
‘ordings'were made ‘of perti- t, 
nent information, contained 
‘within: ‘the:prémises.” * 

The rélease.of the 1-page 
feport coincided: with +a. 
statement:- by. FBI Diréetor * 
Clarerice: Mi Kelley that. it: is: 
“my gréat: desire to. dispel *: 
any: thought that the. -EBI . 
cart bé trusted:” tNenaars 
Kelley made his. remarks: 

while taping ‘a’ television -in- 
terview'in, Nashville as.a: fol- 
ee to. a weekend speech, - 
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“ante, the report: said... : . 
; “phe. door: is locked: witha: 

ds , Master’ -padlock- only,” ‘said, 
{ one: ‘ EBE ‘memo: laying: out 

atice ‘headquarters -\in: New 
. York. ‘Citys: previous Spot. 

‘sions ‘have: ‘shown:that theré © 
is: ‘ar very. ‘limited: aiount of 
' -pedestriait and. autemohile: 
traffi¢.after 12 midnight... 

n: which sie said: the EBL. 
pas. sorry. - ‘for its past 
buses.” eee he 

‘The: ‘Senate coinmnittes re: -, 
oft.said- that special teams - 
ra EBE ‘agerits. have: carried: '. 
ut. more. than 1,000: surrep: \ 
itious ‘entries Without’ Judis 
ial warrants: since. World. 
ar IT ‘despite: the qu Se 

iofable legality:6£ the tect: 
ay 

ton and “its - ‘deép., intrte- 

. tween the: houfs: of 12. mid- 
“night: and: 4 ain, Tune 307. 

+ 196037 =. ye - 
fe ‘The. take erbin: Sitch aids : 
-.the. <report..; said, --includé 

-aS., membership: lists, 
(rent photographs. of SW! 
me . mee mig dS Ve eee he 

ion-into: the privacy sf ta! 
teted individuals.” Cae 
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if ‘that ‘he-had participated in, 

1 “open ‘Idcks: and: -Safeg;” ‘the: 

larepaity. and” affiliates:stich - 
“ag. the: Younes Socialist Allis 4 

» detailed: plans: fora: post: 
' midnight burglary: .on-:-alli-| 

|’. checks: on” -nuimérous occa: 

Entrance “will: “be: made- ‘bés-| 

“photographs. of items.:. such. ° 
‘enits. 

( 

‘ 
} . 

“Ayer oH AFT! at rp clash ite ale la ar a 

Geimbess” ‘and: a ‘Letter ties": 
tailing the “health Status of: |} 
ihe) mational chairman? |) 
Thé number of documents | 
photographed duting these 
raids, the ‘study recounted, 
| peached’ as igh as: 220. on 
one bréak-in and, regularly, 
‘was more'than 1000 0° 
: Mofe often thar not, ‘the 
“report:said; no force-or-even: - 
Hock-picking avas iieeded: to: 
’ ' make: ‘the-sécreét: entry. 

Jf a bitilding Imanager ‘ap- 
“peared: to-be.a “patridtic. cit: 
-jzen;* one formér EBI, may. 
‘told ‘the’ --cominittee, EBL 

£ = ea “lt t 
+ Fl wee r _'4 4 " 

ae 

f agents ‘would simply ‘show: 
Our . “eredentials.. arid wave 
the: flag”. to: get doots: 
F opened: eae Sad 
oF Case more- sigerous. 

: : Jworigowad: Tequired, the -ré, 
port pointed ‘out, “selected 

* EBL agents: teceived. training. 
M. -COUTSES: ‘in, ‘the: skills, neédés:: 
“saty .t0.. perform: Sutreptic 
 ti6tts: entries, ; 

The “tnity chief, wh: 
” taneht the: .cotrses: - ‘Stated: 

POR Se. 

y 

aif tees ea 

- hunieroits’ ‘black: ‘bag’ Jobs*: ‘in: 
"which iis: ‘Only: rolé- was to: 

| Senate. Anvestigators Tee! 
" “ported: . . rie i 

dla Suceeme rte oh at waermremes een se owe ~ wee 

fs “The PBE unit-chief’ ithe re:{ 
port, continued, “Said: that ihe: 

would ordinarily: receive an, 

neentive award. for a suc. 
“diy _gegsttit entry.” a ae 

2 In addition to! the. esti: 
‘BP rmiate of. more. thai 200 “black : 
‘a bag. jabs?” ‘the. Teport. sald 
‘the WEBI has installed. more: 

i? - 

grant since 1960: “against ‘in: | 
#telligence:and idnternal-secu- 
rity “targets, a, technique 

wwhich “the Justice. Depart: : 
{pment still permits”  .  . 
“ “The. buréau also: submit. ' 
ted. a..chart showing that it 
“Has catried.out:- 491 surrepti- 
lots eptrles. to angel aiid ‘hid: 

are pone Emcee na yet ale gga A Sree ~¥ 

thair 500. bugs: without: war} 

a arg 
Washington, D. C. 
May 11, 1976 Pg. Al & Al6 
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"Edgar Hooyer: ‘abruptly: ors | 
oS ‘an. eps £0: ‘Black e ag 

om «, ‘ 1 rpnerneg aie seme an See Nes purer Te < pics ee twit 

\ ~pervision. sand: . other. 

& 

under the Provisions. of the. 

} Cant: ‘ebniiection’ ‘with .&: for-. 
eign. ‘power, “dts” agents ‘or- 

«, unconstitutional” :the: Teport . 

solved'by the: courts?” 

‘ nectéd: bréak-ins to plant, a. 

‘ serting the authority” to 

uflonamicrophoties. ty, evithi- : 
nal: inyestigations””. “since 

1980. Ninety:seven ‘f- these. 

“entries ‘were: conducted: tin: 

“der the. ‘authority’ of Court 
ordérs.since 1968: when: the. 

‘ Oninibus: Crime: Control Act 
legalized. ‘electronié. . ‘RAVES. 
dropping, ‘under jirdicial SU: 

Fee 

». i 

Y straitits. 

‘Senate,  initaliigence eae 
nities Staff mémbers Said 

| meithef the Justice Depart- 
ment. nor the: FBI :offeréed.’ 
any «clear explanation. of 
why warrantléss: entries. to: 
‘eavesdrop: on-“foreign. espio-. 
nase: ‘or intelligence” targets: , 
Tee ty 

we 
“ 

are stilt ‘considered: ni bcese. 
_ Sary*. wher: “Warrants * ‘could 
ibe. ecbtained. fron the ‘courts’ . 

L968 lawy,. Pee ke wi) a ae 

The. ‘Senate ‘cotnanittée ; 

i Idahoy - ‘has. - Fécommended * 
: that wariarts “pe required: : 
: doralb such: ‘entriés. as. a: mat . 
’ ter of Policy, . °° ay 

‘Wabrantlesssurteptitions: 
« “entries 
i See who-have: ‘no signifi. : 

agenciés? “are undoiibtédly 

Said. “The éonstitutional ig. 
sues s auisiig” from . warrant 

‘ wre tethemem sentir eee = face ae emi ee ee 

“Tass. “siitebtitions: - entries 
‘against | ‘foreign agents , 
“within: ‘the “United States 
have tiot’ béen -definitely i re. . 

in addition to, dts ‘Occa-.. 
sional. use of -espionagé:con: 

‘bug, the reportssaid;. the: Sts: | 
tice Department is: still as: - 

carry” out. burglaries: for, | 
other. purpsses: “an foreign : 
‘intelligence cases,’ but -has- | 

, toldithe committed: it isnot. 
presently: . conducting: any | |. 

\ suchoperations: ., 
‘The Jate EBI Director r 

is 
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1966 ‘after “appare 

". 7k was ESP ee ane oo RO 4, is 

- “ently approving hundreds. of 
is Warrantless: entries}. ‘the Tee 
4 ‘port tioted. . 

tis “Hoover's muir, enialn, 
, lihelear; the report, sadd: 

‘.. “Breaking to: ‘install mii": 
| erophones. were.” not. “Dans. 
e Eee 

: néd” the seport.’ noted: . ‘bréak-ing: “to instal elec: ” 
“Moréover, Hoover's. ‘order’ 
did not finaliy ‘teeminate 
| ‘black bag: jobs’ against for. 

eign: targets, - Despite Hoe, ° 
i over’s: directive, there: is: eavi- = 
dence: that at ‘Teast - one’ 

; Slack “bag: job directed | 
: Wwainst a: ‘domestic. subvVer- ' 
. ‘Nive target’ took “piace a 
| tl feen t 1968'and 1868." | 
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said “they weré, ‘unable Ato - 
eee sha 

Find ‘any evidence that the: 

FBI told: any Attofney Gén- - 
@ral’ about its. “black'- Hag. - 

. Jobs}? although ‘Several.At- 
“torneys. - ‘General ~ ‘agers .- 
-awate-of the: ‘BBI practice. Of 
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tronic listening: devices; Site ot 

The -Sénate atudy: wade | 
deat that. the. actual:number — 
of surreptitious ‘entries ithe: - 
FBI carriéd., out “may ‘never. 
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‘ . : t * é 5 . dist s . a I note the following paragraph in the New York Til aan eae 
today: raining : 

'Telepnene Rm. —) 

ee ' The committee staff also reported that thr Director Secly-—! 
bureau had made at least 491 surreptitious and: Geant 

' entries between 1960 and 1975 to install - 
1 listening devices in the homes or offices g 
‘ of-criminal suspects, and that 5(9 microphones 

had been surreptitiously installed by the 
és bureau in domestic enece gence cases during 

m8 ' the same period. 
i 
. Also che following paragraph in the Washington Post: 

oe See fn addition to the estimate -f more than 209 
atop | : “black bag jobs," the report said the FBI 
oe . has installed more than 500 bugs sithout warrant 
© 4 Gs , Since 1960 “against intelligence and internai 
7 security targets," a technique which "the 

p: Justice Department Still permits.” 

3 : 
oe | These paragraphs give the impression that ¢itries without 
s j a warrant are still being made or are still "permitted" 

, for internal security targets. SPEC LG . 
| x °% ¥ so, a. ud ° ‘ 

I need to know whatévet information vou nave on this. 
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By JOHN N. CREWDSON 
Special to The New York Times 

WASHINGTON, May 1 
ustice Department has raised.F.B.I. files recounting the bure 

the possioility that it will not,aw’s attempts to disrupt its 
do-4 The committee staff also Te. 

ha 
dafend in a civil Jawsuit three 
azents of the Federal Bureau 
ci Inves‘igetion who allegedly 
‘ook part in or approved bur- 
staries of the Socialist Workers 
Party’s New York City office. 
in the early 1960's. 
The papers filed in Federa’ 

{Strict Court in Manhattan on 
Triday, <ustice Department 
‘uwyers asserted thac Cat this 
vtage it 3s unclear whether 
‘nere is, O my be, a conflict 
hetween” the Goverament’s deé- 
se of other Fede.a! officials 

already ra..*d in the case, ad)Mr. Baxtrum and Mr. Greefellihat even after the practice hati, 
. @ defens. it could offer the'to the list of defendants in théir! tbden formally terminated by 9.- 

. rée agents. 

The G...*nmen. response to 
Si Socianst Workers’ motion 
.d not elaborate, but Justice 
veparimcn: officials said that | 

> 
ad 2 delormma had bee occ 
‘ned im part by duubr o> 
wt ogality of the break-ins and 

hy ihe possibility that the thie 
ents night event.ally find 
snselves subjeez .2 criraica! 

mosecution by the Justice Le- 
vartment 1, that regard, 
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‘xyanted by Federal . District ave-rund to b 
judge Thomas P. Griesa, has of the Fourth Amendment pro- 

aT. UY 

O0—The cbtaned hundreds of pages of hibition against unlawful search 
_and seizure, | 

' Other Entries Cited 
operations, including 
cuments showing that its Man- 
jhattan Offices were burglarized 

orted that the bureau 

age of once every three weeks 
petween 1960 and 1966. 
' Although most of those do- 
‘cuments have been censored by} 
‘the bureau, the namss of two 
F.BI, agents, George P. Bax-' 
jirum Jy. ai. Artour J. Greene'fduring the same period. 
‘Jz, appeared in bureau repottsi} The re 
referring to the burglaries. 

i 

'_ The lawyers for the Socialist cc ; 
,Workers are a‘tempting to adits" learly illegal,” and it sai 

oe te += see com ee | Cs ax. F : 
h a * * 2 + 

oa Malohe Scion Ge ey 1967, at leakt 'v ho ‘neade ’s Nbyt! ee oe Aes Ai ce ee ae S$ NPVoxng such break-in was’ carridl 
poe oe olice between Lsvsout by bureau agents. 4 
a ee | Mr. Hoover’s order dic not 

Individual Suits Expectee jban surreptitious entries to in- Se be cro" . One Justice Department lav v7 all microzhones, however, or 

yer said today that, unlike thereat: 2 uch : olner cefendants, the pariy i telligence targets, such as em 
‘Y in b = ~ . » 

o. 2 assie and consulates in the 
tended to sue the taree agents United States 
as individuals, making ther . z siege personally liable for a dana, Meanwhile, F.B.f. sources said 

shit ot De 

cialist Worker 

Oop ves “4 
co in @olation | 

nade at least 491 surreptitious 
by Federal agents on an aver entries between 1960 and 1975 

to install listening devices in 
jithe homes or offices of crini- | 
anal suspects, and that 509 mi- 
“crophones had been surrepti- 
tiously installed by the bureau 
‘in domestic intelligence cases 

wert took note of in 
, j.ternal F.B.I. documents cen; | 

ing that the burgiarics \ if 

urglaries against foreign in-- 

‘toe 
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arte. 
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eee me ton Te tarred 
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wermec sone of the FS iscr 
tivities “clearly wrong and quice 
incefensibie,” ana he impurictiy. 
criticized Mr. Hoover in givi..g 
ais assurances t.at ine bureau 
would never again ce able to 
act “w:ithovt accountability.” 

Advice to Keliey Noted 

AS the Congressicnal iuves- 
gations of the F.B7. nave 

progressed over the ‘ast year, 
some of Mr. Kelley’s aides have 
been advising him, as one dut 
it, “to put a little daylight” be- 
‘tween himself anc. Vir. Hoover, 
under whom all 9. the reported 

as occurred, 
| Another grow of exccutivts 
af tie bureau’s headquarter’ 
‘maialy older men who came tl. 
mp... under Mr. Hoover, 1% 
ie i 

—_— ms oo 

lei 

beh te “hes 

4 
wi 

1 

ipe, idly have beon resisties 
sute « p»ubhie renuziclation ¢ 
thi cureau’s past. es 

One bureau source, asked tc: 
acy about the reaction to Mm 
Kelloy’s Wesuminist>r speech, 
said’ “There arc-st a lot of 
peoy’e who have - iot of re- 
spect for “ioover. H> [Mr. Kel» 
Jey} wins s.othing by tais.” 

Aocher source co.tedea uiat 
““taybe the timing wasn’t thre 

a 

' 

} 
: 
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4 

Implications of Move oes awarded. ‘that a pubic apology on Satur- «.u5t” for Mr. Keiley’s address. “iy 
we s . iday by C'arence M. Kelley, the coning as it did afte- the Coa- gs Shoule * ¢ department decide Another Justice Department“ “3.1 Director. tc aa Be oie ee nen a aa a 

uN Sa eae etna eat a pourent £3... Director, icr seme ‘giessional commi/tice : had dis- ? 
wt to offes a defer sé, that de- ie said that he hoped of the bureau’s past actions had ° Issed Be ie gigcint yop nike cos 
“on would have serious im- ¢¢¢!sion on whether to offer re+ sonorated par eideeale adverse ‘fin ita oe tl ear cal : ication; fornumerous other Presentation to the agents, %., team seone Weceant.. aad ee pee het aac apts 
-umer and present  F.B.I, Soculd that hecome NECESSEIy cortnar avents . As anes Y 5 = acres ee es are Bet: 
gents involved in tho bureau’s| Wi «Id be made by the enal of,’ 1 ee) ee ¢ Sutterintelligence program ths week. | . a speech Wes BE ; officials divided into vty 

ever the years who may find! Whe official’s remarks “+'- ege a a ee Mo., ae ie aie in Wiel: Tespanss 

“ emselves the targets of simi [lowed the disclosure today Fay DONeys WONt DERE SPOCUNG 10 the Director's remarks. e 
a> civil suits brought by other (°° ee eres See ee, 
: 7 r . { 

The Judtice Depariment is re-. ee on intelligence i ° 
viewing tke 15-year record of, | “ es that the FBI. had car: 
le bureau’s haras. nent and! Med oul as many as 1,300 “sy, 
cisruption of the socialist 7PUMOUS entries” for various 
‘Workers Party, the Commumst! | ae between 1942 and 
Yarty and other domestic radi-! +7!" ee 
sl and right-wing groups, aad), 10 addition «4 the 92 known} 
Attomey General Edward H.tberglarics 02 the Socialist! fev: has waid that victims o:|)Vorkers’ cffices, the staff re~ 
articularly egregious viola." POTt Said, F.B.T, agents conduct-! 

.ons of their privacy and pep dai least 239 entries directed: 
mal freesoms will be notifie¢ | Some Io domestic political! r The Socialist Workers party’ . PS $0, Search offices dy oe 
‘irouga “a discovery ord: ” embers’ hones or to phuo-' =, 
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3 FBI. I. Agents in Suit by Socialist 
Se A a a ne eA 

By JOHN. CREWDSON - 
. Special to ‘The New York Tines 

‘WASHINGTON, May 10—The'! 
_ Zustice Department has raised 
' the possidility that it will not, 
defend in a civil lawsuit three; 

‘agents of the Federal Bureauicuments showing that.its Man- 
of Investigation who allegedly |hattan offices were. burglarized 
took part in or approved bur- 
giaries of the Socialist Workersiage of once every three weeks 
Party’s New York City offices between 1960 and 1966, .’, 
.in the early 1960's. 
‘The papers filed in Federal 

Histrict Court in. Manhattan on 
Friday, Justice. Department| 
lawyers asserted that “at chis (trum we 
Stage it is unclear whether|Jr., appeared in bureau reports 
there is, or may be, a conflict referring to the burglaries. 

", between” the Gov ernment’s deé- 
fense of.other Federal officials;Workers are aitempting to add 
already tained in the case, and 

. the defense it could offer the;to the list of defendants in ne 
cares: agents. ; 

| Tite Government response to 
ithe Socialist Workers’ motion 
id ‘not elaborate, but Justice 

“Department officials ‘said .thati} 
. the delemma had been occa-- 
“woned in part by doubt over 
the legality of the break-ins and | 
vy the possibility that the three .- 
agents might eventually find 
isemselyes subjecc to criminal 

. prosecution by the Justice De- 
‘ 3artment in that regand. . 

Implications of Move , 

Should the department decide 
hot to offer a defense, that de- 
cision would have serious im- 

‘plications fornumerous- other 
. former’ and present . 
. 4gents involved in the bureau's 
’ ‘counter intelligence 
over the years who ma 

‘‘iremselves the targets of si 
gar civil suits brought by other 
victims of the program, known 
es Cointelpro. 

The Sudtice Departinent is re- 

“find | 

viewing the 15-year record of 
.the . bureau’s harassment and 
 digrupuion of the 

eal and right-win groups, and, 
; Attomey “Genera ‘Edward H. 

Levi has ¢aid that victims. of 
-;-tarticularly ‘egregious viola-! 
’ yions of their privacy’ and pep: 
' sonal-freedoms will be notified. 

ihrough ‘a discovery’ ord 

he rrant, a practice that courts og Se 

program) this wee 

simi {103 

socialist 
Workers Party, the Conununist! | 1970. 
Party and other dornestic radij-|. 
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{granted by Federal’. District {tereyound to be in Wolation 
Judge Thomes P. Griesa, has of the Fourth Amendment pro- 

‘obtaned hundreds of pages of hibition against unlawful search 

F.B.I. files recounting the bure- sat SeIZUTE, . 
au’s attempts to: disrupt its s *@ Othe: Entries Cited 

loperations, including - do-# The committee staff also re- 
orted that the bureau had 

‘entries between 1960 and 1975. 

to install listening devices in 

the homes or offices of crimi- 

mal suspects, and that 509 mi- 
hones had been surrepti- 

‘by: Federal agents on an aver- 

Although ‘most of those ‘do-! 
cuments have been-censored byigcrop 
lthe bureau, the namss of::twoljtiously installed by the bureau 
iF.B.I, ag pants, George’ P.. Bax-llin domestic intelligence cases 

Arthur J. Greenc| during the same period. 

ing that the burgiaries we The lawyers for the Socialibel| hce 
and it i“dicarly , illegal.” 

iMr. Baxtrum and Mr. -Gree that even after 

toe fi i es A 

it, as w spit, as well as John F, ‘Mate ector, in early 1967, at lea € 
Di 

\ he meaded the bureau’s | uch break-in was ‘carr 
fork City office between I lou by bureay agents. =a 

‘htid 1975. “| Mr. Hoover's: order did not 
' Individual Suits Expected ban‘ surreptitiéus entries to in- 

however, or | One Justice Department law! ‘stall microphones, | 

i said today that, unlike end UT aries against foreign in 
telligence ‘targets, such as em- 

other: defendants, the party in|passie and.consulates in the 
tefitied to sue the three agent tinited. St tates, 
aS individuals, making t uid petfonally lable for any dena) Meaney FB sources sai 
2ests rides 2 stat day by Clarenee Me Keeley. ‘the 
Z nother Justice Departineni a pent F.B.I, Director, fer some 

official said that he ihoped lof the bureau's past actions had 
decision. -on whether to offer regenerated considarable adverse 
presentation .to the agents treaotion among . present and. 

_ Sh uld that’ become necessar: »former agents ef the bureau. 
| wpuld. oa made by the endfolf yt, speech at Westminist 

., 1Co ege in Fulton, Mo., My. 

0 ma Bi yee oe APE E rere ery mt ee pemaemsireonss o 

or Hoover, the late F.BYL 

ie -offigial’ s remarks 
rbd the disclosure today “y 

”"Ke oy welnouk being spent: »! 

Lane staff of the Senate Selic: i 
ommitiee on intelligence ac-! : 

Ie tities that the F.B.I. had ¢ r-| 
riud out as many as 1,300 “‘sir-; 
epeiEous entries” for various 
purposes between 1942 and <a SigRORLE 

In addition tg the 92 knows: 
'burglarics of the Socialis sf 
Workers? Gffices, the staff re ¥ 
port said, F.B.I. agents conduct,; 
qd at least, 239 entries directed. : 

“yak some 15 domestic political! 
8roups to search offices: on! 
inembers’ homes or to photo-. 
staph or-sejze documents. ©; 

in none of these cases the 
eport said, were various attor- 
igeys general advised that ihre 

; . wy - 

agen 
? 

. 
r 

. 

Se oe ee eR ied 
Tee 43 : a igs 

og | 

"Justice 1 Department Indicates It Might NotsDefer 

Workess Party — 
ep ee haget eee i BOGS 

ade at least 491 surreptitious | 

The report took note of in-- 

ternal F.B.I. documents con] [Bodie 

sai 

the practice ha 4 
'bqen formally terminated by 3.’ gt 

‘ear | 

= ka Sher RR ere aR 4 #e- a 

i - 

sem Eig a~ 

Sesame cleat ~~ = ee ee ey Se 

Slat 

“es 
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te med some of therF sia 
‘tivities “clearly Wrong and quite, 
indefensible,” and he implictly| 
criticized Mr. Hoover in giving; . 
‘his assurances that the bur eaui' 
would never again te able to: 
act “without accountubility.” | 

Advice to Kelley Noted 

As the Congressi onal .Inves- 
tigations of- the. F.B.T. have 
progressed over the last year, 
some of Mr.Kelley’s aides. have 
been advising him, as.one put 
it, “to put. a‘little daylight”. ne- 
tweeri himself and’ Mr. Hoover. 
under. whom: all of the reported 

s occurred. 2 
Another group of executivs 
the bureau's headquarters,: 

ainly older men who came ti 
for under Mr, Hoover, ‘Te, 

“% 

o = 
ver 2 

a 
ame 

Eee 

5 

ray , 

, [po adiy have been resistivg 
ISL he a public renuzciation 4 

hureau’s past. ith 
One bureau source, asked t 

‘dey. about the reaction to M 
Kelley’s. Westminister speech, 
isaid: “Thete are.still a lot of 
‘neople who have @ jot of re- 
spect for Hoover. He (Mr. Kel- 
iley}] wins nothing by this.” 

Another source conceded that 
| ‘hmaybe the timing wasn’t the: 
Mest” for Mr. Kelley’ 8 address, 
léoming as it did after the Con- 
‘leressional committees had dis- 
closed most of their adverse 
‘findings about the bureau, dad 
htiadded that “things are get-. 
tikg - sticky, around here” 

i. officials divided into “vas oo 
iti us camps” in their respanse| _ 
‘'té the Director’s remarks 
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By George Lardner Jr. 
Washington Poat Staff Writer 

The FBI still conducts break-ths agalust intelligenge 
targets without getting a court order, a special Senate intelligence committee report said yesterday. 

The Senate investigators said such surreptitious, 
entries are conducted mainly to plant hidden micro! phones and other recording devices, 

*.the missions have - turned 
' rinto raids for other infor- 

‘Ination as. well.. : 
The FBI assured ihe com- 

‘mittee that in recent years 
. af least, the “opportunity” 
“to expand the entries inta 

» “snulti-purpose burglaries has . 
‘heeh “exploited 

* against forcign agents. 
The report said that ac- 

ording to an FBI memoran- 
. um supplied to the eommit- “tac iast fall, in the course of 
~ Tustalling electronic bugs, 
: “‘there have been occasions 

. #hen observations and rec- 

onls’ 

ordings were made of perti- ' 
went, information ‘contained 
‘yitiin the premises.’ ” 

Zhe reicase of the i6-page 
report coincided: with a° 
statement by FBI ‘Director 
Clarence M. Kelley that it is 
‘my great desire ta dispel 
ny thought that the FBI 
cant be trusted.” 

Kelley made his remarks 
while taping a television in- 

_ -erview'in Nashville as a fol- 
-Aavup to a weekond speech 
in which he said the TDT - 
was sorry for its: past 

_ SBbises: a : 
“Phe Senate committee re- 

Port said that special’ teams 
« FBI agents’ have. carried 
“ut more than 1,090 surrep- 
‘tious entries without judi. 

“al warrants ‘since World 
“var Ii “despite the Cues- 
“tonable legality of the teah- 
“ique..and’ its deep intr: 
ion into the privacy of tak 
“sted individuals.” 

. yo 

but occasionally 

ET . 

i More than 200 of thse 
{yvere so-called “black bile 
“fobs"—burslarics conceived 

‘; and conducted not for ine 
sake of planting a bug Wut 
for other purposes such as 
“hysical scarch and photo- 
fsaphing or seizing docu- 
"omEnts,” 

Such ‘entries inckhuded a 
Tong series of break-ins, per- 
haps as many as 92 of them 
between 1960 and 1976 
against the Socialist Work: 
ves Party and affiliates such 
as the Young Socialist Alli- 

. ange, the report said. 
-¥Phe door is locked with a 

: Master. padiock only,” said 
one FBI memo laying oul 
detailed plans for a post: 
midnight burglary on alli- 
are headquarters in New. 
York City. “Previous spot 
checks on numerous ocean: 
sions have shown that there 
is a very limited amount of 
pedestrian and automobile 
traffic after 12 midnight.. . 
lintrance will be made be- 
iween-the hours of 12 mid- 
hight and 4 
1960.” 

The take fron such raiss 
Kthe report said, inelue 

f-photographs of items such: 
as membership lists, “eut- 

_ ,rent photographs of swi 
on eee = pews 

wm, June 30, 

Pe 

oe : : ae See emmepecemen. ct memburs,”” and a letermire:: «tlos_teicrophones: “in crime 
tailing the “health status of 
(the) national chairman.” 
The aumber of documents 
photographed curing. these 
raids. the study racounted, 
reached as high as 220 on 
one hreak-in and regularly - 
was more than 100. 
More often than not, the . 

- report said, no force oF even 
' lock-picking was needed to 
make the secret entry. ~~. 

Ifa building manager ap- | 
peared to ‘be a “patriotic cit- 

-izen,” one former FBI' man 
told the committee, FBI 

agents would simply “show 
our credentials and wave 
the flag” to get doors 
opened. *\ — 

In case- more rigorous 
’ work was required, the re- 
port pointed out,. “selected 
FBI agents received training 
courses in the skills neces- 
sary to perform § surrepti- 

| tious entries. 

“The unit chief who’ 
taught the cotrses stated 

, that he had parti¢ipated.in 
numerous ‘black bag jobs’ in 
‘which his only role was to 
open locks and safes” the © 
Senate investigators re. 
ported. , 

The FBI unit chief, the re- 
port continued, “said thet he 

would ordinarily receive 0. 
incentive award for a sue: 
cessful entry.” ; 

%# In addition to’ the esti- 
4 mate of more than 200 “black 

i bag jobs,” the report: said 
e the SBI has instelled more 
mthan 500 bugs withou! war- 
;Tant since 1960 “against in- 
# telligence and internal secu- 
grity targets,” 2 technique 

a Which “the Justice Depart- 
Wi ment still permits.” 

. ‘The bureau also submit- 
ted a chart showing that: it 
hasjcatried out 491 surrepti- 
tious entrics to inéeyit nid. 
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- nal. investigations” since 
1960. Ninety-seven of these 

entrics were conducted, un- 
_ Ger the authority of -codrt ° 

orders since 1968 when: the 
Omnibus Crime Control Act 

- legalized electronic eaves- 
drapping under judicial su- 
petvision and other re- 
straints. 

Senate intelligence cém- 
mittes’ staff members said 
néitier the Justice Depart- 
ment nor the FBI .offered 
any -clear explanation of 
why-<warrantless entries io 
eavesdrop on “foreign espio- 

. 

nage‘or inteliizence” targets ° 

sary when “Warrants cowid 
Se obtained from the cousts 
under the 
1968 law. 

Provisions of the 

The’ Senate 
héaded by Fran 
Idahod has 

commitiec, 
Chure®: ()- 

Tecommen saci 

a oF eyplger 

- that warranis be. required 
for all such entries as a Brat: 
ter of policy, 
_ “Warrantless surreptitious. entries against American 
cilizens who have ‘no signifi. 

agencies,’ - are 
unconstitutional,” the report: 
sald, “he constitutiona! is. 
sics anisizg from wartart- 

Jess “ surréptitions entries 
‘against = -tforcitn agents 
within the Usited States 
have not been definitei;' re- 
solved by the courts.” 

In addition to its ocez- 
sional use of espionage-con- 
nected break-ins to plant a 
bug, the report sald, the Jus- 
tice Department: !s still 2¢- 
serting the authority to 
carry out burslaries for 

‘other purposes “in foreign 
intelligence cases,” but has 
told the committee it fs -not 
presently . conducting any 
such operations. ——— - 
The late FB Dicseter J. 

Slgar Hoover abruptiy or- 
acd an end to “black hag 
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arc Still considered y, HOS. 

cant connection with a for-- 
cign power, tts acents..or | 
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Peete” 

yous im 1966 after appar- 

ently approving hundreds of 

warrantless entries, the- re- 
port noted. 

Hoover’s motives remain 
unclear, the report said. 

“Break-ins to install mi- 
crophones were .ngt b.un- 
ned,” the report .~ noted. 
“Moreover, Hoover’s order 
did not finally termine: 
‘biack bag jobs’ against fc r- 
eign targets. Despite To- 
ovex’s directive, there is evi- 
dence that at least one 
cblack bag job’ directed 
qeainst a ‘domestic subver- 
sive targel’ took place be- 
‘een 1966 and 1908.” 

Ae e i eee 
ro wrt 

The Senate investigators ~~ 
said they were unable to 
find any evidence that the 

FBI told any Attorney Gen- 

eral about its “black bag 
jobs,” although several. At- 
torneys General “iwere 
aware of the FBE practice of 
break-ins to install elez- 
tronic listening devices.” ° 

The Senate study mdde 
clear that the actual number 
of surreptifious entries the 
FBI carried out may neyer 
be known, partly because.of & 
tis “Do Not File” system 
Which provided for the peri- 
odie destruction of pertinent 
records. ° 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

; GSA GEN. REG, NO. 27 

r UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Assoc. Dir. 
: Dep. AD Adm. — 

5 Dep. AD Inv. _— Memorandum ns 
Se Coun, 67a: a 

- Ext. Affairs 
: a /Fehl DATE: 5~6-—76 arpa fe 
“ae Gen. inv. 

ae 

FROM | /5/G. R. Stee aS | ial 
4 (jen fy ; ‘4 eee 

2 : Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv. 

SUBJECTS REVIEW OF SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT Training 
ELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND THE RIGHTS Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director See’y OF AMERICANS, ‘" BOOK II 

Attached is an original and one copy of a double- 
Spaced blank memorandum with comments of the Special Investi- 
gative Division concerning the above-final report, Part III, 
"Findings," page 261, F (c), which deals with the Federal 
Employee Security Program. 

} 
ACTION: Spe 

None. For Information. 

Enclosures (2) 

yo. it. B43 1
5 

To CONTAINED SS “att. Fe ACLS RERUN 

wo Soe O 
wv 

a - f 

ond ANE 
4} } 2 as 

ae x 3 

we? | VX KD 
~ Mr. Leavitt 

(Attention Mr. Phillips) 
- Mr. Fehl 
- Mr. Steel 
- Mr, Ervin ee 

WCE: pin 3 
Wy (5) ' t mY 

§ 4 MAY 17 1976 
S1i72 DBocld: 32969591 Page 46 



REVIEW 0 OF SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT 
"INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND THE RIGHTS 
OF AMERICANS, - BOOK If 

Part III, leuiaaae ieee 251, F (ce), paragraph a. 

first sentence, reads "It has .been Che policy Ox the FBY, and 

presumably other agencies as well, to disseminate via name 

check reports any information in its a - no matter how 

-old or how unreliable - hich might relate to the standards 

of the Executive order ." | 

The phrase, "na matter how old or how unreliable," 

‘reflects neither FBI policy nor FBI practice in dissemination 

of Tatormstion in Radeva i mapieyes security cases. in fact, 

~ FBI dissemination policy as set forth in the Manual of Rules 

and Regulations (MRR), Part II, Section 5,.and referred to in 

footnotes in the final report on four Separate anstances 
* ITZ awere = = —_ 

requires standards of verification or reliability be Caen ey. 

pointed out. These four instances may be found in the MRR, 

Part, IL, Section 5, “ses oo 3 4, and. 10. -On page 4, the MER 

< specifically eben out oe requixement that in each instance 

every: reasonable effort shove be made to provide additional - 

descriptive information regarding the Source which will enable 

recipient agencies to inteliigentiy evaluate the information." 

Further, we Know of no standards by which we may establish that 

information becomes worthless after.a time certain. Instead, 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . 

my oetge , a i a . fi. te / 5 GS 
. , Aft: i: f 3 Yowweraees 

MW S5172 Docld: 32989591 Page 47 fj ee 
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it is the relevance of “the information and not its age that 

governs the dissemination. Finally, the purpose of the 

Executive Order is to authorize investigations of aliegations 

that he conduct of Federal employees or applicants does not 

meet the standards. of the Executive Order. No personnel action 

is possible without a thorough investigation of the allegations. 

Therefore, the statement, "no matter how old or how unreliable," 

does not reflect our policy dm grectiee in Federal Employee | 

security cases. 

Sa172 Docld: 32969591 Page 46 
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REVIEW OF SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT 
"{NTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND THE RIGHTS 
OF ANERICANS ,” BOOK Lt 

“BaKe til, "Findings," page 281, F (ec), paragraph 4 

° first sentence, reads "It hes Deen the policy of the FBI, and 

presumably other agencies as well, to disseminate via name 

check EeDeTts any information in its files - no matter how 

‘old or how unreliable . yhich might relate | tO the standards 

of .the Rxecutive Grdeae 

The phrase, .""no mat ter how old or how unreliable," 

reflects neither FBI policy nor FBI practice in dissemination 

of information in Federal Employee Security cases. in fact, 

FBI dissemination policy as set forth in the Manual .of Rules 

and Regulations Oe) Part If, Section 5,-:and referred to in 

footnotes in the final fouoee on tour separate instances 
COT sna. in - 

. i = 

requires standards of verification or nee re pe eon 

pointed out, These four instances may be pours in the MRR, 

Part. II, Section 5, pages 2, 3,4, and: 10, On page 4, the MRR 

specifically Spelis out the requirement, that tan each instance 

‘every. reasonable effort Should be. made He provide additional © 

- descriptive information regarding the source which will enable 

recipient BeeHereS tO intelligently evaluate the information." 

Further, we know of no Bveeda cs py which we may establish that 

information becomes worthless after-a time certain. Instead, 

NTA "ATT, INFORMATION CO 
FEREN 

WwSSL72 Docld: 322969591 Page 49 
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governs the dissemination. ‘Finally, the purpose of the 

_Execut ive Order is to authorize eee ee elcns of allegations: 

that the conduct of Federal employees or applicants does not 

meet the standards of the Eocene eta No personnel action ~ 

ais possible without a eioecaen investigation of the allegations. 

lia ihedig: the statement,, no matter how old or -how unreliabie," 

‘does not reflect oe policy or practice in Federal Employee 

Security cases. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

MAY 6 19/6 

ro: Nn A. ohn A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
See agal Counsel Division 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Steven K. Blackhurst 
Assistant Special Counsel for 

Intelligence Coordination 

SSC Reguest dated May 5, 1976 SUBJECT: 

Oo 
Attached is a letter from the Senate Select 

Please arrange for e dated May 5, 1976. ii cai 
nh appropriate response. 

per 

“ap 3 cc: Paul Daly @ y o~-f/ b ge [5 

: 5 ay fF c 

ae Wey a. 7G 
a a Poo — 
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\-ersusstng 

rfr> - 

wa dit ere ae 
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rt ays Ss 
I> AN AY 1 & ‘976 . 
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MAY 6 1976 

TO: John A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Steven K. Blackhurst 

Assistant Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

SUBJECT: SSC Request dated May 5, 1976 

Attached is a letter from the Senate Select 
Committee dated May 5, 1976. Please arrange for 
an appropriate response. 

cco: Paul Daly 

“ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HERE 3 VCLASSIE PUM 
par ed ane 

NW S5172 Docld: 32969591 Page 52 
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_ FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 

. ‘WOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 

PISLIP A. HART, MICH, HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., TENT, 
WALTER FaMONDALE, MINN, BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ. 
WALTER D, HUDDLESTON, KY, 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. 
GARY HART, COLO. 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL 

CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. 
RICHARD S, SCHWEIKER, PA. 

Michael E, Shaheen, Jr. 
3 

Wniled Dates Senate 
SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

May 5, 1976 

Esq. 
special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

| 

Dear Mike: 

The Senate Select Committee requests delivery on a priority 
basis on or before Friday, May 7, 1976, of all memoranda reflect- 
ing a meeting at the FBI in either 1961 or 1962, at which time 
General Edward Lansdale met with Allan Belmont. Also in attend- 
ance at said meeting were Sterling Donahue and Richard Cotter. 

A copy of this letter is simultaneotsly being delivered to 
Mr. Seymour Phillips of the FBI. We would appreciate Mr. Phil- 
lips being orally notified that he has the Department's approval 

‘to begin gathering materials responsive to the instant request. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTADTED " RERELY Qh exclu ty 

nL ) 

cc: Seymour Phillips 

G21 2G e 

DooId: 32989591 Page 53 

Sincerely, — 

Yo 
Paul G. Wallach 
Counsel 

ENCLOSURE 
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Nes Bureau (Enc. 2) 

| | | I | 

FBI 

Date: 5/3/76 

-_— ep oe ee eee eee ee 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL : 
" : (Precedence) { 

| 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (157-370) | SS 
J ATTENTION: SUPERVISOR JOSEPH DEEGAN ae 

ROOM 4092, JEH BUILDING ae: 

FROM: Ufpgssc. CHARLOTTE (157-230) i: 

SUBJECT: EXTREMIST MATTERS | ie 
CHARLOTTE DIVISION \ 

| v 
Enclosed is an article which appeared in the 4/29/76, 

edition of the Charlotte Observer, Charlotte, N. C., entitled, \ 
“""tAcencies Spied On N. C. Kian, Panthers". Enclosed article yy 
‘appeared in the same edjtion of the newspaper which contained ‘| ! 
a report based upon th enate Select Committee hearings ’ 
reviewing intelligence agencresy ~“Tiherernctosed~article is IN 
critical of the FBI's operations in the State of North Carolina ) 
as related to the klan and the Black Panther Party. It was YS): 
noted many of these charges had been made before by” N 
Senator ROBERT MORGAN. However, MORGAN indicated that while 
he was Attorney General of North Carolina, he was misled by the 
Bureau in these areas. 

RMATION CONTA 

SEREIN | ese pnlke 
a Pe a OG 

AE ber ee 
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ORIGINAL FILED UM. ct: Cc. a OEP . 
(eM eg enya BLL EE NOT RECORD 

ENCLOSURE 46 sAY 17 1976 

2’- Charlotte (1 - 157-230) (UKA) ™ =. 
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gencies Spied | On 
N.C. Klan, Panthers 

' By CARL STEPP ‘that he “came lo the committe h ss 
esate Washington Bureau 

e neither look 

‘ing for nor expecting‘to firid what was found.” 
“WASHINGTON -—— Sen. Robert Morgan, D- Later, in an interview, he explained that as 

N.C. says the Senate report on domestic:former attorney general of North Carolina he 
. spying on Americans “should let every citi-i“resented that I was misled by the bureau.” 
zen know it could happen to him.” | | Based on statements by the late J. Edgar. 
“In its final report Wednesday, the Senate Hoover and others, Morgan said, “I had been 

Intelligence Committee, of which Morgan is'firmly convinced that the Southern Christian 
a member, accused the CIA, FBI and IRS of Leadership Conference (of the late Dr. Mar- 
using Wiretaps, mail openings, crank phone tin Luther King Jr.) was full of communists. 
calls, break-ins, harassment and surveillance'From hearing FBI officials speak before the 
against millions of Americans not guilty of:committee, that was the only logical conclu- 
‘any crime, ‘sion. Yet when we pushed them, day after 
‘North Carolina’ targets’ included the Kujday, ‘to come up with names and evidence, 

Klux Kian, the Black Panthers, and the late they could only come up with two names 
Congressman Harold Cooley. _ jand the evidence there was very weak.” 
Morgan termed the actions “intolerable’| “If we are to hold ourselves out. to the 

and said they were. directed against thou-irest of the world as the true country of free- 
sands of innocent organizations and citizens dom,” Morgan: said, “then we must first 
not suspected of any crimes. practice the principles of freedom at home.” 
“Jn North Carolina, the report says: Sr re 

@ The FBI, at the suggestion of its! 

Charlotte office, in 1967 formed an FBI-con- 
trolled group of KKK klaverns that attracted. 
250 members. According to Morgan, the goal. 
was to divide the kian movement, discredit Co ae 

its leaders and promote violence among rival BOOK il 

klansmen. ears 

-Robert Murphy, who headed the Charlotte 
FBI office during the 1960s, said Wednesday’ 
he had no comment on the charges. 

.© The FBI sent a phony letter, purported- 
ly from the klan’s National Intelligence Com- 
mittee, “firing” the North Carolina grand! 
dragon and “suspending Imperial Wizard. 
Robert Shelton. Shelton complained to both, 
the FBI and Post -Office about possible’ mail 
fraud, but the FBI “solemnly (assured) Shel- | : 

ton that his complaint was not within the AP Photo 

FBI's jurisdiction.” Copies of the Senate report are’ 
6 The report suggests, put doesn’t say di- : aos 

‘rectly, that in 197i the FBI in North Caro{available for $3.60 from the | 

lina falsely accused a Black ees member, Superintendent of Documents, 

of being a government informant, even 

though it knew that elsewhere “two members U-5. Gover nment Printing OF- 
of the Black Panther Partly had been mur- fice, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

dered as suspected informants.” 

o The FBI bugged the hotel room where 
on Feb, 17, 1971. Rep. Cooley, chairman of 
the House Agriculture Committee, was meet- 
ing with representatives of a foreignscountry 

to discuss sugar-quota legislation. Resulting 

personal and “political information was for- 

warded to Attorney General Robert Kennedy. 
Many of the allegations have been made 

before by Morgan, who has been an out- 

spoken critic of the FBI’s secret activities. 

But the report offers the strongest locke 

mentation of the charges. <u 
In a statement Weduesday, Morgan said 
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U. S. SELATE SELECT COMMITICE Ta 
STUDY COVERUHMCUTAL OPERATIONS trrTH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITICS (SSC) 

Kepresentatives of this Bureau have reviewed the 
ssC's draft report concerning electronic surveillances. 
the purpose oF the review vas to recognize and bring to 
the attention of the SSC Staff any information the Fst 
believes to be classified ox otherwise sensitive to the 
extent that it should not be made public, as well as the 
identities of any FBI personnel below the rank of Section 
Chief waich, by prior agreement betveen the SSC and FBI, 
vould not be included in the report. 

NTAINED 
TED 
BY. : 
0 KES 

Set forth below are the instances noted where 
deletions are sucrested. in enumeration of these Instances 
was informally furnished to Mr. Thomas Tavsen of the ssc 
Stafr on 4pril 19, 1976. 

= 

 TNEORMATION cio 

. $TBREIN 18 UN "4/13/76 

“CLECTROUIC SUSVETLLAUCES 
2p. 
aoa Ol 

‘Ie is noted that Ornost H. Lelter's name appears 
in several places within this document. as Belter was 
below the vank of Section Chief, in accordance with the 

Meee agreement fo excise names of PBI personnel below that rank, 
Dep. aDiv._. BOLter*s name should be excised in the following instancas: 
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Admin. 
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PURP OSE: 
Director Sec*’y, __. 

ze By 
The purpose of this memorandum is to report an invitation 

to testify given to former Special Agent Supervisor George Tucker by 
Mike Epstein of the Senate Select Committee. 

SYNOPSIS: 

Epstein contacted Tucker and requested him to be available 
for an interview and possible testimony concerning Tucker's interview 
of Ed Morgan. Tucker advised Epstein he would not agree to an interview 
as he had no knowledge beyond that which was reported in FBI files. j 
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams 

Re: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

DETAILS: 

At 9:38 a.m. on April 23, 1976, George Tucker, formerly a 
supervisor at Washington Field Office, now retired, whose address is 
Post Office Box 246, Harwich Port, Massachusetts, 02646, telephone 
number 617-432-3691, telephonically advised me that he had been contacted 
by Mike Epstein of the Senate Select Committee, who asked him to be 
available for an interview concerning a memorandum he had prepared 
following an interview by Tucker on March.21,.1967, of Ed Morgan. 
Mr. Tucker told Epstein that he first desired to discuss this matter with 
the Bureau and that Epstein should call him later during the day. 

Mr. Tucker told me that he could recall having conducted the 
interview of Ed Morgan and having prepared an FD 302, but he could not 
recall the name of the Agent who accompanied him on the occasion of that 
interview. He said he has no recollection of any information beyond that 
which was recorded in the FD 302. Mr. Tucker asked whether he was 
authorized to submit to an interview by Epstein. 

I advised Mr. Tucker that the secrecy agreement which he 
may have signed while an Agent of the Bureau was waived for purposes of an 
interview that might be conducted by Epstein. However, I told Mr. Tucker 
that the decision whether he would submit to an interview was entirely his. 
I explained that the Bureau was cooperating with the Senate Select Committee 
by waiving the secrecy agreements. [J also explained that if Mr. Tucker 
felt that he needed the assistance of counsel in such an interview, he could 
request the appointment of counsel and his request would be forwarded to the 
Department where such counsel would be provided. Mr. Tucker said that he 
did not feel that it was necessary for him to have counsel as he recalls 
his only participation in this matter was that he conducted an interview. 

At 4:20 p.m. on April 23rd, Mr. Tucker called me again and 
said that Epstein had called him to determine whether he would submit to an 
interview and Tucker hdd refused. Epstein told him that the Committee might 
issue a subpoena for Mr. Tucker to require his appearance and testimony at 
which time his testimony would be taken under oath and made a matter of record. 

-2- CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams 
Re: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Tucker responded to Epstein by saying that he thought that his testimony 
would be recorded anyway. He said that he explained to Epstein that he 
had no knowledge beyond that which was recorded in the Bureau files 
and he referred Epstein to the Bureau. 
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Ext. Affairs 

DATE: 4. / 28/ 76 Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv. 

L-Mr. S. F. Phillips .“)  “"—p>_ 
Inspection f 

Intell. —¥ 

Laboratory 

Legal Coun, __ eG 
, Plan. & Eval, 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Telephone Rm. 

PURPOSE: To record comments of Senate Select Committee (sscy™**’— 
Staff Member explaining seemingly critical remark about FBI in 
soC report on foreign intelligence, 

DETAILS: "The New York Times'4/27/76 printed portions of SSC 
"final" report on foreign counterintelligence (CI), released by SSC 
4/26/76 (copy attachéd), It included a statement that "recent 
evidence suggests that F.B.I. counterespionage results have been 
less than satisfactory." On 4/27/76, Supervisor J. P. Thomas, 
senstudy Project Unit, contacted John ELLIff, Director of the SSC 
Task Force on the FBI, called this statement to his attention and 
asked whether this statement was based on any specific information 
which the FBI could use to improve its counterespionage effectiveness. 
E1llifft replied that he did not write this statement, but could say 
that it was definitely not based on any specific FBI activity or 

between the FBI and CTIA. 

ssirk: 
a> 

oN CONTAINED , 

RAAT: 

ALL DEO 

TH 

fh 

UNCL: concerning past events, 

eof 

DA 

Enclo pe eeS 
62-116397 

JPT: -unplY%7) 

S4 MAY 7 
PSSSS91 Page 65 

placed’ on CI training, etc, 

nonperformance; it was a reflection of testimony of past and present 
CIA personnel; it related to past problems, mentioned in the 
paragraph above the one quoted, which spoke of some old differences 

It was also based, in part, on testimony of 
former Assistant Director C, D. Brennan who said that, in his, time, 

bys SX a lower priority was given to CI matters than to domestic int igence 
AN matters, E1LIf£f reiterated that the questioned statement had’ thing 

to do with recent events but related to recently obtained infdumation 
ELLiff noted that, elsewhere in the full 

SSC report, he had included language noting that, in recent past, 
CI work, of ‘the FBI had been upgraded and additional emphasis been 

ELLi££f added "informally" that we should 
recognize that there was a conflict within the SSC between the group 
working with CIA, cy naturally eeprcered pro-CIA sentiments to 
the detriment of CIA's "oppositiony and those, such as E1liff, who 
have more knowledge of FBI accomplishments; the report is 
necessarily a compromise between these two groups. 
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_ trulting, for foreign-espionage purposes, 

i‘. of immigran iis desiring Anierican citizen- 

igSten Soe it night me consuued: a 
Gercive, 

—_— —-— A 

Torelen Thtclligence Goliec: 
tion in the: ‘Dnited States .! 
The C.I.A. engages ‘in both overt and ! 

States fur the purpose of foreign intel- [' - 
ligence cellection. The agency’s Domes- 
tis Golleciion Division is responsible 
primarily for overt collection, while the 
Foreign Resources Division manages 
clandestine collection of foreign intel- , 
tigence, Both divisions . are currently | 
within the Directorate of Operations. 
Formerly run and staffed by the Direc- 
torate of Intelligence, .the- D.C.D, was 
moved to Operations in 1973 and now 
nas many clandestine services ‘officers 
assigned to it. - 
Tne Domestic Collection Division 

openiy collects foreign intelligence in- 
formation from American ciitizens on a 
wid? variety of subjects, primarily of an 
economic and technoiogical nature. The 
Domestic Collection Division currently 
minintains contact wih lens of thou- 
sands of American. citizens who, on a 

clandestine activity within ‘the =| : ot 

confidentiial oasis, volunteer ‘informa- | 
tion of intelligence value to the United 
states. Tre committee notes that the 
Cenzra! Intelligence Agency is overtly 
i, contact with many members of the 
american academic community, to con- 
suit with them on the subjects of their 
expertise. On occasion, at the request 
if the academic concerned, these con- 

tacts are confidential. — 
Tie committee believes there’ are 

significant benefits to both the Govern- 
stent and the universities in -such con- 
zzcts and that they should not he dis- 
< courag sed. The committee sees no danger 
3 the integrity of -American academic 
stitutions ii continuing such overt 
contacts. - 

The Doniestic Collection Division 
eserates from 38 offices around the | 
wnited States and lists itself in local 
iaepnone directories, although it -con- | 
cucts its busiriess “as discreetly as 
mcssible, I 
ae committee notes that due to the 
cent revelations about C.LA. activi- 
a some foreign intelligence sources 
73 shving away from cocperation with 

ine Domestic Collection Division, thus | 
imaeding this division’s most important 
f2ction, navhely, the overt collection of 
foreign: intelligence. 
The committee also questions the re- 
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Assoc. Dir. Rev. 5-5-7 0-19 (Rev. 5-5-75) © 6 Dep. AD Adm. — 
' Pa. Dep. AD Inv. —__ 

~ Asst. Dir.: 

Foreign Cannterintelligence Admin. 
Counterintelligence is defined quite controlling and manipulating adversary Comp. Syst. 

broadly by the C.LA. It includes the inteHigence operations. An effort is Est. Affairs 
Knowledge needed for the protection made to discern the plans and intentions ae 
and preservation of the militevy, eco- of enemy intelligence services and to Files & Com. —_ 
nomic and productive strength of the ' deceive them about our own. Gen. Inv. 
TIn3 : 
United States, as well as the Govern- The cominittee finds that the threat Ident. 
ments security in domestic and foreign 

—- 

ea er 
affairs, against or from  espicnage, oe Har ar re ie recreate pies Inspection 

ee os Roatan designed to thousand Soviet officials are on per: Intell. 
| Weak * dostr ; 
pe oe the United States. | manent assignment. Among these, over Laboratory 
; “ounterintelligence is a special form | 40 percent have been identified as mem- 
| of intelligence activity, aimed at dis- ' bers of the KGB or GRU, the Soviet Legal Coun. 
| ~ .! . « iS . . | - ? 1 

tee ee sOreren econ ' civilian and military inteiligence units, Plan. & Eval. 
ope eene nae ae ee _ respectively. Estimates’ for the number Spec. Inv. 
Werray) & heen. ene of unidentified Soviet intelligence of- ee 

United States Government against in- ficers raise this figure to over 60 per- Training 
t ue . 4 Sax ' » 2 : 

filtration by foreign ear? as well as cent and some -defector sources have Telephone Rm, __ 
mee rn = * estimated that .70 percent to 80 percent | fe : bse Director Sec’y ___ 

of Soviet officials in the United States Y 

have some intelligence connection. 
Furthermore, the number of Soviets 

with access to the United States has 
tripled since 1960, and is stiil increas- 
ing. In 1974, for example, over 200 
Soviet ships with a total crew comple- 
ment of 13,000 officers and men visited 
this country, Some 4,000 Soviets entered 
the United States as commercial or ex- 
chanes visitors in 1974. In 1972-1973, 
for example, approximately one-third of 

, the Soviet exchange students here for 
| tne academic year under the East-West 

Student Exchange Program were co- 
operating with the KGB, according to 
the Central Intelligence Agency. 

| Other areas of counterintelligence 
concern include the sharp increase in 
the number of Soviet immigrants to the 
United States (4,000 in 1974 compared 
to fewer than 500 in i972): the rise in 
East-West commercial exchange visitors 
(froin 641 in 1972 to 1,500 in 1974); and 
the grow'ng number of officials ia this 

. country rrom other Communist block 
nations (from 416 in 1960 to 798 in 

' 1975). 
_ Coordination between C.LA. and F.B.I. 
counterinteiligence units 1s especially 
critical. The history of C.IA.-F.B.I. 
liaison has been turbulent, though a 
strong undercurrent of cooperation ‘as 
usualy existed at the siaff level since 
1952 when the bureau began sending a 
iiaison person to the C.LA. on a regular 
basis. The sources of friction between 
the C.1.A. and F.B.1. in the early days 
revolved around such matters as the 
frequent unwillingness of the bureau to 
collect positive intelligence for the C.LA. 
within the United States or to help 
recruit foreign officials in this country. 

The committee believes that counter- | 
intelligence requires the direct attention | 
of Congress and the executive for three 
reasons: (i) two distinct and partly 
incompatible approaches to counterin- 
iclligence have emerged and demand 
reconciliation; (2) recent evidence sug- 
gests that F.B.I, counterespionage results 

‘ hawe been less than satisfactory; and 
(3) countcrintelligence has infringed on 

1 os . * 

ihe rights and eherfice nf Ateteh aus 

ee 

2 

The Washington Post 

Washington Star-News 

Daily News (New York) 

The New York Times 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer 

The Los Angeles Times 

NS - 

Kram = 

Date 

—— 

i yg 
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27. The intelligence oversight com- 
mitte(s) should consider whether: 

; ° ae | “the Domestic Collection Division 

: xecommendalions : (overt couche operations) should be 

| 92, By statute, a charter should be pee Ee ONL Ee Directorate of Opera- 

! established for the Central Intelligence pons Ane, Clans tine seryiCe) walle te: 

Agency which makes clear that its pais pone Pee of Intelligence; 

aclivities must be related io foreign pute Meee Feet avons nou 
intelligence. The agency should be given quire that the D.C.D.’s overt contacts be 
the following missions: informed when they are to be used 

©The collection of denied or pro- 

ete * Rae PRT al 

tected foreign intelligence information ee . 
pies = = re _Gthe C.LA.’s, regulations should pro- 

a : he conduct of foreign counter- hibit recruiting as agents immigrants 

3 intelligence. who have applied for American citizen- 

, + The conduct of foreign covert action ship. 
| operations. : _ 28. The President of the United States, 

éThe production of finished national in consultation with the intelligence 

intelligence. | av rsight- committee(s) of Congress 

_ 23. The C.1.A., in carrying out foreign snouid undeittake a classified review af 

intelligence mission I, would be permit- murrent issues regarding counterintel- 

ted to engage in relevant . activities } oc? ae 

' within the United States so long as ‘9 ligence. This review should for 

these activities do not violate the Con- | basis for a classified Presidential bi 

stitution nor any Federal, state or local ment on national counterintelligenee 

laws within the United States. The policy and objectives, and should josie 

committee has set forth in its domestic examine the following issues: ae 

recommendations proposed restrictions mentation, operations, secu a 

on such activities to supplement restric- search, accountability raining ne 

tions already contained in the 1947 ; review, deception, liaison and ¢ es 

National Security Act. In addition, the _ Uon, and, manpower, pe 

committee recommends that by statute 

the intelligence oversight committee(s) 

of Congress and the proposed counter- i 

intelligence committee of the National : 

Security Council be required to review, 

at jeast annually, C.1A. foreign iniel- 

ligence activities conducted within the 

United Staies, 
| 4, by statute, the Attorney General 

should be required to report to the 

President and to the intelligence over- | 

sight committee(s) of Congress any in- 

telligence activities which, in his opin- 

ion, violate the constitutional rights of 

American citizens or any other provi- 

sion of law and the actions he has | 

taken in 1: sponse. Pursuant to the com- | 

mittee’s domestic recommendations, the | 

Attorney General should be made re- ; 

sponsibie for ensuing that intelligence 

activities do not violate the Constitu- 

tion or any other provision of law. 

95. The committee recommends the 

establishment of a special committee of 

the Committee on Foreign Inteiligence 

io review all foreign human intelligence 

collection activities. It would make rec- 

ommendations to the C.F.L with regard 

to the scope, policies, and priorities of 

U.S. clandestine human collection oper- 

wens and choices between overt and 

clandestine human coi:-c*fon. This com- 

mittee would be composed of a repre- 

sentative of the Secretary of State as 

chairman, the other statutory niembers 

| of the C.F.1., and others whom the 

President may designate. 

| 26. The intelligence oversight com- 

- mittee(s) of Congress should carefully 

examine intelligence collection activities 

‘of ihe Clandestine Service to assure 

that clandestine means are used only , 

when the information is sufficiently 

important and when sich means are 

necessary to oblain” Such information. 

ih, 
sy 

a 
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= 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

APR 27 1976 

_ John Z, Assistant Director 
Legalf/Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ROM: Steven Blackhurst 
SB Assistant Special Counsel for 

Intelligence Coordination 

SUBJECT: SSC Request Dated April 23, 1976 

Attached is a letter from een aie 
Committee dated April 23, 1976. Please arrange for 
an” appropriate response. 

' } 

7, 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREDY 1S UNC! SDR Mh ay 15 

DATE_I- BY. 
(9 

1 

a 

ae 3) 'F 
ce: Paul Daly 

f Jf P, ® MAY 8 1976 

Kips? dy, 

| MAY 1 0 4976 
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APR 27 1976 

TO: John A, Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FROM: Steven Blackhurst 

Assistant Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

SUBJECT: SSC Request Dated April 23, 1976 

Attached is a letter from the Senate Select 
Committee dated April 23, 1976. Please arrange for 
an appropriate response. 

CONTAINED , ALL INFORMATION CON. 
HEREIN 18 UNGLASSIFLE 

ap a shally 

CCc3 Paul Daly 
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN ; 

JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIR e : 

PHILIP 4 RART MICE. HOWARD H. BAt tay TENN e go ay. 2 

WALTER F. MONDALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWA WQRARIZ. ; ? 
. WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. = CHARLES MCG. MATHIAS, JR., MD, 

ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. - RICHARD S. SCHIWEIKER, PAs ae c o¢ Ss & ff ‘ f 
rs * 2, PERC dtertea Slates Dente 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR . 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

» SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL, : 
a as STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITFS 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20516 

April 23, 1976 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
U. S.: Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mike: 

The Select Committee requests access.at FBI Head- 
quarters to all summaries of information obtained from 
electronic surveillance of Frank A. Capell and Robert 
Manuel in 1965, which were disseminated by the PBI to 
the White House and/or the Attorney General. This 
request specifically encompasses, but is not limited to, 
summaries which contain information pertaining to . 
attempts of the subjects to "smear or discredit high- 
ranking Government officials" and summaries which 
contain information pertaining to a book then being 
written about the President. This type of information 
is referred to in a memorandum from Mr. R. D. Cotter 
to’ Mr. W. C. Sullivan, dated November 3, 1965, 
captioned: "Frank A. Capell -- Espionage-xX." _ 

Sincerely yours, 

ic 6 4 
ae a CO ey 

ohn TT. BLIaee 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 
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P * » OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106 7 , 
ae MAY 1962 EDITION 1 @ 

EN, REG. NO. 27 . ~ Mr, J. B dams 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 1 - Mr, D. W. Moore Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. — 

+ | { M. emorandum (Attn: H. A. Boynton) Dem AD tn. — 
2- Mr. J. A. Mintz Admin. 

i VY (l - Mr. P. V. Daly) Sale 
TO : My. T. W. teavite OYE" DATE: 4/26/76 Seas 

‘L+ Mr, T. W. Leavitt cf 
: 5 F. Phillips L = Mr. ad G. Deegan Inspectio 

“ - 2-Mr. 5. F. Phillips te ae 
Plan. & Eval. 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75 epeee nye 

\ + Training 
Ny ; ae Legal Coun. 

as, anne 
dae nL 

FROM 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y __ 

PURPOSE: This informative memorandum advises of 
negotiations with Senate Select Committee (SSC) Staff : 
resulting in radical change: in its draft report on a N 
Martin Luther King, Jr., which was to contain a highly se M \, 
erroneous statement adverse to the Bureau, yy 

SYNOPSIS: Draft of SSC report on King contained statement: 
"The Committee, to avoid furthering the violations of 
privacy already perpetuated by the Bureau, has requested SL 
the FBI to excise from all documents submitted to the 
Committee any reference to Dr. King's personal oe 
This is highly inaccurate and in S5C's effort to appear 
sanctimonious, it twisted facts to reflect adversely on 
Bureau. On our condemnation of the statement, SSC changed 
draft to read: "The Committee did not investigate 
Dr, King's personal life, The issue is raised here only 
because it apparently played some part in forming the 
attitudes of certain FBI officials towards Dr. King. 
Moreover, in order to preclude further dissemination, the 
Committee requested that the FBI excise from all documents 
any information obtained as a result of an electronic 

uN ~/OC 

fd 

UNRECORDED COPY FLED 

surveillance of Dr. King.'' The revision thus rere date 
inaccuracies and removed the sEXSFES i Feba bo on 

Bureau. —f{f - 3 F P57 }. 5h 

3 
2 

RECOMMENDATION: None, For information, ®% APR 2g “Ig 

APPROVED: Comp. Syst... “Teme BOER ee -eattn 
Assoc. Dir........--..--... ae tes ae PS... Legal Coun taceer eage ait ~ 

Dep. AD Agm......... site wee Pian. & Eval. - 
ur Dep. AD Inyo? A Baths toes nee Me caneevcene a 

Asst. Dir.: Inspection. pec. mavr.3 = 

ACMI... -aeoceessccseeee Intell. Wwe ies sane nN eee? 
62-116395 

1 - 100-106670 (Martin Luther TAINED Jr.) 

UL INFORMATION CONT ia ce SUN ASS ATE_ob 1190 BYS —— 

a0 4. MAY ool WlBoosssox page 74 

ONTINUED ~ OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

DETAILS: SSC's final draft of its "Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Case Study" contained a statement, "The Committee, to 
avoid furthering the violations of privacy already perpet- 
wated. by the Bureau, has requested the FBI to excise from 
all documents submitted to the Committee any reference to 
Dr. King's personal life,'' On review, writer noted 
statement's inaccuracy. SSC did not ask us to excise from 
documents furnished it information as to King's personal 
life. Only information we were asked to excise was that. 
from electronic surveillances (elsurs) on King with no 
mention made by SSC as to content of products of elsurs, 
We followed such SSC stipulation as religiously as possible, 
Most significantly, we did furnish documents containing 
"personal life" data on King when the documents were 
responsive to SSC requests and the information was not a 
product of King elsurs. Review also highlighted SSC's 
sanctimony in accusing Bureau of violating King's privacy 
whereas SSC avoided same, 

In reviewing the many drafts of SSC's reports 
to soon be published, we have by prearrangements addressed 
ourselves back to the SS5C concerning changes involving 
only classification and privacy of Bureau personnel problems 
and generally not concerning its warped presentations, 
editorializing, slanting and other similar objectionable 
features, These latter-type situations are being included 
in letterhead memoranda which we are furnishing to the 
Department and White House, 

In the instance cited above, it was decided, 
after writer conferred with Deputy Assistant Director W. 0. 
Cregar, that it would be in the Bureau's best interest if 
we could negotiate with the 5SC to make changes which would 
correct the statement and at the same time remove the 

| CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

adverse reflection on the Bureau. In arriving at this 
decision, we recognize that, if the statement was reported 
as is, we could counter it in a manner which would not 
only set the record straight but also make look foolish 
the SSC for its inaccuracy. However, we all recdégnize 
that a "denial," "correction,'' or the Like never quite 
catches up with the original statement nor has near the 
impact of the original statement. This is especially true 
when one must depend on our media for "corrections,'' In 
this light, therefore, decision to attempt to have statement 
changed was Launched, 

Staff Member Thomas Dawson at which time it was determined 
that, since we had last seen the draft, there had been 
added at the very end of the challenged statement: 
", acquired through electronic surveillance of King," 

3 While the addition of this phrase made the original statement 
more complete, it did not lessen in any way the basic 

| 

On 4/20/76, writer discussed matter with SSC 

| 
| 

objectionable features of the statement, Dawson was told 
fully and candidly why we objected to the statement, He 

inners 
was shown several SSC requests which make it clear we were 
asked to excise as to source (elsurs on King) not as to 
content (private activities of King). He was also told of 
instances where we had furnished the SSC documents with 
private life information when the documents were responsive 
to SSC requests and data therein did not originate with 
King elsurs. Dawson appeared to accept our arguments and 
said he would check back with the SSC Staff and advise, 

Dawson telephoned on 4/21/76 and offered to 
replace the original statement with one reading as follows: 
"The Committee did not investigate Dr, King's personal life, 
The issue is raised here only because it apparently played 

CONTINUED! = OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62~-116395 

some part in forming the attitudes of certain FBI officials 
towards Dr, King. Moreover, in order to preclude further 
dissemination, the Committee insisted that the FBI excise 
from all requested documents any information obtained as 
a result of an electronic surveillance of Dr. King."'’ He 
was told that the change was a vast improvement over the 
original version in that it was no longer an erroneous 
statement and also eliminated the SSC's sanctimony which 
was also unfavorable to the Bureau. It was pointed out, 
however, that the statement in its revised version did not 
track, and it was suggested for it to have meaning there 
needed to be added at the end something such as is indi- 
cated by the underlined portion as follows: ". .. any 
information obtained as a result of an electronic surveillance 
of Dr. King, inasmuch as such electronic surveillances 
produced information on King's personal life."' Dawson was also 
told that the use of the word "insisted,"' though a minor 
matter, was viewed as not accurately describing the situation. 
The SSC had "asked" or "requested" the excisions, not 
insisted we make them. Dawson agreed to change "insisted" 
to "requested.''- However, after conferring with the SSC 
Staff, he declined to add anything as suggested, No further 
effort was made to urge him on the matter of the addition 
we suggested as it was believed that the essential point 
had been made; namely, change statement so it was no longer 
inaccurate or adverse to the Bureau, 

Steven Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination of the Department, was kept up 
to date of our actions in this matter, He fully agreed 
with our objections and the efforts we made to effect the 
changes, 
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ww | 1 = Mr. ® B. Adams : 
. 2 _ i ® Ne A. Mintz 

(1 = Hr. J. B. Hotis) 

‘the Attorney General April 22, 1976 
L = pir. DR. YW. Moore 

, oy V . io L «Mr. T. 1 Leavitt 
: Derector, FOL 1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson 
a It | CO 1 - Nr. S. F. Phillips 

i | L % i * a G. Dee an 

C7 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSc) 1-«<?tMé. J. D. Powell 

7 
Reference is made to my memorandum of December 19, 

1975, which enclosed a proposed memorandum for delivery 
to Senator Frank Church, Chairmen of the 55¢C. These 
memoranda advised of the disclosure in the December 10, 1975, 
issue of the Greensboro, North Carolina, ‘Greensboro Daily 
news, ' of the identity of FEI inforiant George F. Lorsett, 
attributed ta a “Senate Intelligence Committes source." 
in these memoranda I enumerated several documents that 
were delivered to Ehe SSC by the PRI and which when 
examined as a group and cotpared with each other led oo 
te lin, Dorsett’s identification as an informant. x 

} 

e 

Le. 2 

* 

oe Sane 

oI 

Reference is also made to my February Il, 1976, 
memorandum im weich [I reiterated the request that the © 
December 19, 1975, memoranduna be delivered to Senator Church. 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of on article that 
enpeared in the /pril 4, 1976, issue of the ‘'Greensboro 
Daily ews captioned “liorgan Confirms Spy Within i,” 
end with a subcaption ‘George Dorsett.’ The enclosed 
article and the December 10, 1975, article were both 
by Jack Betts, ‘Greensboro Daily News’ staff writer. UNRECORVED COPK FLED BS 

: The enclosed article reports that Senator Robert 
\ worean of orth Carolina, who is a member of Ehe 5S, 

specifically identified li. Dorsett as an FDI informant in 
a speech Senator Lorgen gave before an audience at Vake 
Forest University’s Law Day observance April 3, 1976. ‘ i, 

a “dl 

“Sen AD Aim. ©=» SO BRL LG 39S cyl REC-62 [. D2 pf [3 Gi a vi ; 
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eT 
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The Attorney Ceneral 

As I indicated in my previous memoxanda I 
consider this disclosure of an FSI informant allegedly by the 
SSG and now by Senator Morgan a most serious breach of the 
confidentiality that tust be afforded the material and 
information that this Bureau has furnished to the SSC. 
It is noted that Mr. Porsett experienced harassment following 
the December, 1975, disclosures concerning his informant 

“ xelationship with the FBI. It is felt that Senator Morgan's 
present disclosure creates a very real danger of further 
harassment and possible physical harm to lic. Dorsett or 
members of his family. ‘This situation would prevail in the 
event of the disclosure of any informant. Ik is 
respectfully requested that this matter be brought 
to the attention of Senator Church, the Chairman of this 
committee. It is neted that Dorsett's identity as an 
informant has not been publicly acknowledged either by 
Dorsett or this Bureau. | 

Please advise wnat action is taken concerning 
this matter. 

Inclosure 

1 = The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 
Attention: Waichael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
intelligence Coordination 

NOTE FOR SAC, CHARLOTTE: 

Reference is made to Charlotte airtel to the 
Director 4/15/76 captioned “United Klans of America, Inc., 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, EM - Klan,“ which enclosed a 
copy of the 4/4/76 article appearing in the "Greensboro Daily 
News." A copy of this memorandum is being furnished for your 
information. : 

NOTE : 

As set forth above, George F. Dorsett, former Bureau 
klan informant has been identified in the "Greensboro Daily News 
as such. The referenced communications te the Attorney General 
have voiced the seriousness with which this matter is viewed 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3 

eh Did 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE GONTINUED : 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

and request the Attorney General to protest the breach of 
confidentiality on the part of the SSC. Senator Morgan, a 
member of the SSC has been most vocal before North Carolina 
audiences and in the North Carolina press in his denunciations | 
of the Bureau and the Internal Revenue Service and the Central | 
Intelligence Agency as well. The Director met with Senator Morgan 
on 0/17976. By routing slip Deputy Associate Director J. B. Adams 
instructed this latest disclosure by Senator Morgan should also 
be called to the attention of the Attorney General. 

| 

| 

| 
| 
| 

{ 
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| to the end that you may resume the Bureau's routine records ai oco” 

United States Senate 
Office of the Majority ‘Leader 

Washington, B.C. 20510 
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Selephone Rm ae 

4 “irector Sec’y. os 

Honoypble Clarence M. Kelley 
Diregtor 

Fedgral Bureau of Investigation On ae" AR ' 

Washington, De Ce 2053) f 5 af 

Dear Mr. Director: eo ete 
i 

You will recall that we wrote to you on January 27, 1975, 
requesting "that you not destroy, remove from your possession or. ; 
control or otherwise dispose of documents. . ." which might be.perti- 
nent ‘to the investigation which was provided for by S$. Res. 21.. We 

are now advised by Senator Church, as Chairman, that this moratorium 
is broader than necessary at this time. 

a (pb wan 

program. Our understanding is that the files involved in that ‘program 

do not relate to security and intelligence matters. - 

With appreciation for your cooperation, we are 

Sincerely yours, 

UNRECOHDED GOP Fue 

HUGH SCOTT, REPUBLICAN. LEADER 
€ Pea as fh Uf WG od w/a) i pa ah 2 ase [OTE 

Sea Bar REC, 2. Gs i —— | 
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| ee GREENSBORO DAILY NEWS 
_, JBY JACK BETTS — -’. Greensboro, N. C, Daily News Staff Writer 

en., Robert Morgan, D-N:C., has pub- 
licly identified a Greensboro man as a 
paid informant on the Ku Klux Klan for 
ithe Federal Bureau of Investigation dur- 
ling the FBI’s campaign of infiltrating 
fleft-and-right-wing hate groups durin 
the later Sixties; +--+ -* +--+ 0 
{ In.remarks prepared for delivery Sat- 
urday night in Winston-Salem, Morgan 

hidentified the man as “the Rev. Mr. 
. . Dorsett” and: said that at the same time 
! + Dorsett was on the FBI payroll, he was 
| » speaking in “‘a most inflammatory man- 
| _ ner”? at Ku Klux Klan rallies in North 

' Carolina. * ‘3 , 

_ Morgan.press aide Neil Hill said the’ 
: “reference was to George Dorsett of 

‘Greerisboro, a long time participant in 
| ; KKK affairs and the chaplain of the 

1} Dorsett was identified by the Greens- 
bord Daily News in December as the 
BI’s principal ‘contact in the state RSs 
KKK, but until now his identity has not ne 

" been officially confirmed by Morgan, the, Rev. Dorsett ak 

BI or the Senate Intelligence Commit- ee jp ME oe a 
tee, of which Morgan is a member.’ lessness”’ in ifs campaigns-against groups 

F In a speech prepared for delivery be 24 individuals. a 
; fore an audience at Wake Forest Univer- . Morgan said the list of illegalities on - 

> Sity’s Law Day observance, Morgan the part of the Internal Revenue Service, 

: Hetailed several instances of what he the FBI, the Central Intelligence Agency 

balled the federal government’s “law- and other agencies was “frightening”, 
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* of respect for law." fe or: Vill oniirme 

. "He cited the break-ins of homes of: 3: =P) 5 

eceare Workers Party eee by - Se ee 

the FBI without warrants, andoftnere- 7° : * -. ee eam Be ea 
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. was on the FBI payroll at the time, aoa ae Card sawiie in ane cave separated. © 

Spoke na most inflammatorymanner at -° 1 Eg Morgan, “ADDIE Ca na 
one of the largest Klan rallies in the agg forgotten the maxim. "he God has. 

. state.” ee ee a ae eee ee ghas Lorg ther, let no man put assun~ 

. The Senator quoted Dorsett as saying,,.’ * -- ee ee -* safoings vere ot oO ak 

at a Raleigh Kian meeting in 1966,“‘We ws age ce, He, week ee ee ae 

.,. don’t intend to have any violence ifwe |... -- ..'+ 4 Morgan was critical of ‘the FBI's ac- 

" “have to kill every nigger in. America.” = |: “> ¥tions-in these cases; Saying, “All of this ee 

Commented Morgan, “For an FBLin- vole -<immoral and illegal activity was carried - oo 

*, formant to act in this way is most dere = Se ng 8, te xout.with the excuse that it was in
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©. "moral. It sets race against race andiga: ci. ||| 7k. 7 iterest of national security. National se- - 

. prelude to lawlessness.” 
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. "He also cited the FBI's writing of an- 
+ mactivity. a 
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2 1 - Mr. J: B. Adams 
2 sis Mr. as A. Mintz 

(1 Mr. P, V. Daly) 

March 26, 1976 

; : - ay - W. Leavitt 
ae Dir £o0r BE = Le e G. Deegan 

| ss a aes ‘ 2- Mr. S. F. Phillips 
tv > 

YU. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the SSC nr) — 
is the original of a memorandum relating to this Bureau's - 
review of the SSCs draft report concerning Martin Luther King, \\ | 
Jv. Also enclosed is a copy of this memorandum for your = 
records. ~ 4 

Enclosures €2) 

62~116395 ~ 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General a 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. enue 

Special Counsel for mee 
: Intelligence Coordination aq 

Pherae 

SFP:mjg nus — 
(11) ‘ad rasa et ote io ’ } : 
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Assoc. Dir. f} 
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Me 

Mr. J. B. Adams 
Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(l - Mr. P. V. “Daly) 
Mr. T. W. Leavitt 

- Mr. J. G. Deagan 
March 26, 1976 - 4 

2- Mr. S. F. Phil gpspreabyarson’ SOwesEt! 

Se Ne 
4 
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RORUASLON CONTAINED: sata SW UNCLASSIPEE 4 e paca 13 UNCHABSSIPEED 
nae cm, N nee e To STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS ; WISE pte ; ty 

ORHERN FE. WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (sst}— PY o 
\ 

On March 22 and 23, 1976, representatives of ‘this ' 
Bureau reviewed the SSC*s draft report entitled “Dr. Martin 
iuther King, Jc., Case Study. the purpose of the review was to 
recognize and bring to the attention of the SSC Staff any 
information the FEL believes to be classified or otherwise 
sensitive to the extent that it should not be made public, as 
well as the identities of any FBI personnel below the vank of 
Section Chief which, by prior agreement between the SSO and 
the FBI, would not be included in the report. 

Set forth below are the instances noted where | 
deletions or changes are suggested. An enumeration of thesa ~~. 
instances was informally furnished to Mr. Dan Mccorkle of the . 
SSC Staff on March 23, 1976. 

"3/23/76 

"DR. MARTIN LUBUOR KING, JR., CASE STUDY 

“The following are matters requiring modifications 
or deletions for reasons indicated in the draft report entitled 
as above. . 

"Pace 14, paragraph 2 - Information regardinzy Advisor 
A, i.g., that ha was "a secxet momber of the Commmist Party, 
USA,’ is classifiad. ( >) fu 

ee eee “Page 16, paragroph 1 - Information in line 1 
Dep. Ad iw. Characterizing Advisor A as a ‘secret member* is classified. QO ) 

Asst. Dir.: 
_ 

Admin, —____ é : 

Conp- Sv» ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO THE AG we / 
Files & Com. — 

Gen. Inv. —__SFP mig : . 

ident. — (10) MS crass. & uxt. py 23 
ee REASON - FCIM 11, 
Intell. 

914 a- Zb- 79 

? Y/ SEE NOTE PAGE THREE 
“2 
2 abs Laboratory JATSE OF REVIEW 

Legal Coun. —— 

ee TO BE HAND DELIVERED BY THE OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS 
Training __-__ ; 

sis Ra SEGRE 
ee nae MAIL ROOML__}] ‘TELETYPE UNIT L_} | ve T a GPO : 1975 © - 594-120 

PE Offers 
| SSL7S Docld: 32989591 Page &5 va! ia é 
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| NW SS1L72 Bocld: 32969591 Page 56 

» » 

U. S. Senate Select Committee 7, 
to Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

| "Page 16, footnote number 13 ~ Information in this 
footnote, which identifies Advisor A as a_secret member of the 
Communist Party, USA,’ is classified. 6\ 

"Page 21, line 2 - Reference to a member of the 
Gommunist Party as hidden should be classified. (&) &) 

"Page 26, paragraph 2 - Information referring to 
Advisor A as ‘a secret.member of the Communist Party, USA... .' 
is classified. 

"Pace 29 - The last sentence on this page is 
incomplete and, when completed, should be made available to 
the FBI for review. 

"Page 42, footnote number 32 - The name of Agent 
Daniel Quigley should be deleted. 

"Page 67 - The section marked (GUTHMAN INSERT) 
should be made available to the FBI for review. 

"Page 110, footnote number 63 ~ The name William 
Stapleton should be deleted. 

“Page 111, footnote number 64 - The name Stapleton 
should be deleted. 

"Page 176, last paragraph, line 1 and footnote number 
46 ~ The name Thomas Deakin should be deleted.” 

There were also noted during the review several | 
instances wnere names of individuals (or descriptive information 
identifying individuals) were set forth. As it was our under- 
standing that the SSC did not intend to include such names in the 7 
report for reasons of privacy and as it appeared such inclusion 
may have been inadvertent, the specific instances of reference 
were orally brought to the attertion of Mr. Thomas Dawson of the 
SSG Staff on March 22, 1976. 

1 - The Attorney General 
™~ ¥ tor 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

eee SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

| Co LTR fs} LHM [_] Memo [—} Report dated 3/26/76 

Caption of Document: U-eS. Senate Select Committee (ss C)e 

, (Re FBI review of SSC draft 
| report on Martin Luther King, Jr.) 

‘Originating Office: FBI 

Delivered by: _~¥4] Date: 

Réesavaa by: Le fie l C 

Title: Louk 

Rein this paece Ip to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
TTR a et NE em 
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NOTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE : BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATTN: ‘Central Index FRI 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

3/26/76 
jx | vocument | [erierinc | [interview] | testimony | [other | 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum 

IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- » CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) {NFORMATION (Center 

U, Cc, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

Not applicable U 

. KEY worRDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Information. handling 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Review of SSC draft report entitled “Dr. Martin Luther King » JX, 
Case Study." \ 

hve 

ALL INFORMATION GQE YE 
HEREIN: . ay oon ig 

62-116395 TR cAI AS Vn sy - KO 
SJM:lhb ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 

(4) IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75. 

} CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 (6-75) 

WWSS172 Docld: 32969591 Page §9 
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| Bie JP 
INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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OPTIONAL rom NO, 10 ; 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPAIR ia CFR) 101-11.6 é e 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Ll - Mr. W. Moore pate ees 
(Attn: H. A. Boynton) Dep. AD Inv. — 

Memorandum .., 2-3. al Mintz SE 
: REW100 (1 - Mr. P. V. Daly) comp sys. — 

Vb |W. Leavitt Ay a . Ll - Mr. cern ° Leavitt Sea De a 

y ry fe! 4/27/76 ur 

) | LK 1- Mr. 5S. F. Phitlips = terete 

eee 1 - Mr. J. P. Thomas Uabarator 

Plan. & Eve 
SUBJECT: A Spee. Inv. 

“United States "AEDES, contacted Supervisor J. P. Thomas 
regarding a Bureau investigation of a former ACUS employee. 
During the conversation, the Ambassador said that, although 
he did not seek any comment from the Bureau, he felt obliged 
to express his views to Supervisor Thomas regarding leaks 
by members of Congressional staffs. He said that he felt 
that the leaks of security information by Congressional 
staffs, and particularly the disclosures made by the Church 774 
Committee (Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities” 
regarding national security matters and the attacks made 
by the Church Committee on the CIA and the FBI, were 
"the most insidious" forms of ee, of our intelligence 
efforts, REC 

462 Me 395” #S Fo The Ambassador was informed that we ged Me 2 
the concern of individuals such as him for national N@guR¥tya7 1D 
He assured Supervisor Thomas that he and his aoe 29 1976 
fully support the efforts of the intelligence community t 
protect this country. . ai ae aa 

ACTION : ‘ 
None, For record purposes. bh 

G 
62-116395 f 

" yet voy, 9 
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an FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 
JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 

fentie Ag MORT, MICH. HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., TENN: : 
WALTER F. NONDALE, MINN, BARRY GCLOWATER, ARIZ, z 

WALTER D, HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. ay) 7 

GARY HART, COLO. ) Caril, C8 tates Gide 
WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

FREDERICK A. G. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL 

se . 1976 | 4 

. Thi rs has greatly assisted the Committee in its : 
Co 70 ensure a fair and balanced presentation. / _ 3 

wELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GGCOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

7. ; (PURSUANT To S. RES. 21, STH CONGRESS) 

"WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

a+ ofgae wth ? ; % 

April 22, 1976 

“4 

hiieetin eesindininen te 

ae 12.2. te 

tea 7 ? chael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
ffice of the Deputy Attorney General 

U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
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The final report of the Senate Select Committee 
will be issued next week. Theréfore I am writing~et 
this time to thank the Department of Justice and the Pay | 
Federal Bureau of Investigation for the excellent fel j 
cooperation which has been given to the Select we ; 
Committee. This has been especially important in eaten 
recent weeks as the Committee's repel tf Bave been : 
reviewed. ae cath? Reel ba-lit 3457 [568 

s The“Select Committee has welcomed the suggestions te. 
‘of the Department and the Bureau as to modifications el a ae 
the report in order to assure that classified information ee 
is not inadvertently disclosed and that other sensiti@ge APR 29 76 Cypomes 
information is properly handled so that it will not S 
impair necessary paces tei activities. commen mteglas 

x . 

In addition, the Committee has been able to make 
certain changes in statements of fact and interpretation 
as a result Of Valuable suggestions made by the Bureau 
and the Department upon their reading of the reports. 
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fine @ . : 
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. a 

| Page two a 
| April 22, 1976 oy 
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As the Select Committee's work comes to a close, i 
it wishes again to express its deep appreciation to the ood 
personnel of the Department and the Bureay” who fi el 
devoted their time and energies to the/Successful : 
completion of this enterprise. , 4 4 

Sincerely yours, i com aN 
a s o 7 

Lin “T. a bef : ONCE EY 2 Co : 
. Lae, 3 

John T. ELllift , a i “i 
Director sia i 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force ii 
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ce: Mr. Douglas Marvin : , ERE 
Counsel to the Attorney General y 

Mr. William O. Cregar 
Deputy Assistant Director r 3 

. _- Intelligence Division os 
C- Federal Bureau of Investigation ta 

eee 

/\. Mr. John Hotis 
- Office of Congressional Affairs 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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Assoc. Dir. ——— i 
| Dep.-A.D.-Adm.—.. t 
| Dep-A.D.-Inv.—. ¢: 
j Asst. Dir.: 
t+ Adyain. . 
4 Comp. Syst. —— 
) Ext. Affairs —— § 
4 Biles & Com. —— j 
f 6Gen. Inv. — 
§ Ident. .———— § 
} Inspection - : 
1 Intell. pH 
i Laborator ; 
| Plan. & Eval, — | 
j Spec. Inv. — q 

‘ s 

. 

> 

> 
Co cWal Bu ES Ur INVESNGAT LU: 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

APD 1,5 //u 

TEURTYEE 
§ Training 
| Legal Coun. ———.. 
i Telephone Raw — 3 

ae NK COD 

S322PM @4f16/76 NITEL RXG 

0 IRECTOR, FBI \ 

FROM NEWARK 

ATTN: INTD (S.F. PHILLIPS) 

es. eae 

\ aes 75 

RE BUREAU TELCALL, 4/16/76. 

FORMER SA DANIEL J. BRENNAN, 595 BROOKLYN BLVD., 

SEA GIRT, NJ, TELEPHONE (201) 449-5046, CONTACTED 4/16/76 

BY ASAC ALFRED E. SMITH PER INSTRUCTIONS IN RETELCALL. 

BRENNAN ADVISED WOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT BUREAU LEGAL 

COUNSEL DIVISION IF CONTACTED BY COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES. 

END ees REC-100. bd WER i= [S67 
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; { OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

. ; GSA FRAIR (41 CER) 1O1=31,4 ©. [ \ 

UNITED STATES GG a 

mo @ 
Assoc. Dir. 

Dep, AD aon 5 oe 

1 - Mr. J. B. Adams Dep. AD inleaem 

Mem orandun m 1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz ee 
iE: rr i Te abs Gal lagher , Comp. Syst. 

Attn: : Je S. Peelman Behe Affoirs WW. 

ze »Mr. T. W. ie DATED 4/16/76 ee 
Uf j 1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt eee 

, £ AD es Mr. J. CG. Deegan. nspectt ne 

cp g ° ° ntell. it TE FROM "gf J. G. Deegan WIE LS Mi Sy Pe. Pht laps : coil oy ee 

hs | fi ils 

SUBJECT: i a ee 
JECE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Na LO siing 

yte leph onqRr. 

soa . 

PURPOSE: To advise of request from Department for tin-/ in 
formation as to what we have furnished the-Senate Select 3 ¢1¥ 
Committee (SSC) re subject King. er as 

\ caer 

DETAILS: Department letter 4/14/76 related Attorney General (AG) 
request for list of all documents we have furnished SSC re our ‘ 
investigation of King. AG has been approached by attorneys for. 
King estate re possibility of destroying. some of our material. 
Request immediately. discussed by S. F. Phillips, INTD, with < 
Steven Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel for Intelligence > 
Coordination, to clarify and set parameters of what is desired. YY 
Blackhurst at loss to understand what value list of documents “ 
would be; asked that we hold request in abeyance so he could he 
inquire within the Department. Biackhurst subsequently advised 
he had checked with Jack Fuller, Special Assistant to the 
AG, who apparently is coordinating this matter and that 
Department desires to appreciably modify request, for which 
Phillips requested a modifying Letter. Department letter 
4/15/76 now asks that original request be modified and we 
furnish: approximation numbers of documents and pages of 2h j TED 

ee 
Of! ne documents furnished SSC; general description of material furnishi 
Qa > and description of material not furnished to SSC. InterestinglyZ 
O83 IW most salacious material re King in our files has not been a 
ESA IS furnished to SSC. We are initiat cing necessary action to iD 

&. = promptly reply with the AG's request. R Reali 
BO, EN fae tyte 

fe , ; hae ed 
e RECOMMENDATION: None. For information. DES 

\. a 

a Wut 
RB t Laboratory......... -.- \ pets § wore 

: APPROVED: Comp. Syst.......- meas PEN 

vssoc. Dir... Be NV Ext, Atos... — aes weneeet 3 % 
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TODARE COR, FBI 

FROM SAC, LAS VEGAS 

_ ATTENTION: INTD - S. F. PHILLIPS. 
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RE BUREAU TEL CALL TO LAS VEGAS TODAY. 

MR. REX I. SGHR ODER HAS BUSINESS ADDRESS OF HARRAH'S 

(L.UB, Pe 0. BOX 18, RENO, NEVADA 89594, TELEPHONE NUMBER 

702-786-3232, EXT. 356, AND HOME ADDRESS OF 3485 SAN JUAN 

DRIVE, RENO, NEVADA 89599, TELEPHONE 702-329-9874. 

MR. SQUR ODER WAS CONTACTED THIS DATE AND ADVISED 

THAT HE HAS NO OBJECTIONS TO TESTIFYING BE FORE SENATE 35 

SELECT COMMITTEE. HE STATED THAT HE WAS ALREADY IN PO 2.< 16 1S [5 bb 
ES! baa) She 

OF THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF ASSISTANT DIRECT OR 
S AP JOHN MINTZ AND WOULD CONTACT MR. MINIZ IF HE WERE conracrep® " * 72 876 
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Director Sec’y __ 

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend that ~ 
the Director meet with Senator Barry Goldwater, schedule per- 
mitting, to discuss Soviet penetration on Capitol Hill. , ) 

t Wo DETAILS : 

Senator Goldwater has made prior comments met pores: At Saeed 
Soviet presence and penetration on Capitol Hill. His allegatio 
prompted a Senate Select Committee request for information con- 
cerning this matter. In response to these requests, we furnished 
a statement to captioned Committee in both a classified and un-., 
classified form concerning our knowledge of Soviet activities 
directed against Congress. The non-classified document was } os 
publicly released with the approval of the Department and thell”7 
Bureau. otf 

SEC~27¢ (ox -(14 39457t4s 
At the request of John T. EL1if£, Domestic Task Force 

Head of captioned Committee, SA Paul V. Daly of this Division 
met with Charles T. Lombard, Senator Goldwater's designee on 
captioned Committee, at which time Lombard inquired as to the 

STAINED 2 sich possibility of the Director meeting with Senator Goldwater to 
Qi discuss Soviet activities against Capitol Hill. Senator 

© S Goldwater's concern in this area has been heightened by recent 
: Eo public allegations concerning the activities of an aide to 
| st Senator James O. Eastland on behalf of the Soviets and” Other 
| iG lic disclosures. fe public S "7 °76 

| Aig Lombard stated that the documents in. possession of 
| BBS the Committee were not satisfactory insofar as ie"Senator Gokdwater 

i was concerned. 
Director and the Senator, he felt, would be mutually beneiry 

Lombard further stated that meeting between the ') 

PB 
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Mr. Phillips 

- Mrs. Metcalf 
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: @ > 
Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

In the event the Director agrees to such a meeting, the 
Intelligence Division is gathering documents which have been fur- 
nished to the Senate Select and House Select Committees concerning 
this matter for the Director's background information. 

RECOMMENDATION ; 

That the Director, schedule permitting, meet with 
Senator Goldwater at a mutually agreeable time. 

it 
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7) CT:INFORMATION OBTAINED BY "NEW YORK TIMES" ae 
FROM -~SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE Telephone Rm. —_ 

ee Se eg RNC iit rh an yy a re oe Director Sec’y —_ 

PURPOSE 

furnished to the External Affairs Division by John>Grewdson of the 
"New York Times." This information relates to the forthcoming 
Church Committee report. 

This memorandum is being prepared to onter information 

SYNOPSIS 

The "New York Times" has obtained information purportedly 
from the Church Committee alleging that 1) House Appropriations 
Committee from 1958 to 1966 was kept informed of the FBI's COINTE 
programs directed against the Communist Party and the Ku Klux Klan; 
2) that the "bugs" placed in motels and hotels where Martin Luther % 

a King was residing during his travels were for the purpose of deter-- 
A mining information concerning his personal life; 3) that the FBIN... 
fit had denied permission for the Church Committee to interview or 
a disclose the names of FBI informants who were employed in the media; 
Oe 4) that the FBI maintains sources in educational institutions and 
ag foundations which assisted in furthering objectives of the FBI; and 
a 5) that the FBI was aware that the wife of Congressman Hale a 
SS had him wiretapped by a private detective. 
£6 c: 7 
E RECOMMENDATION RECA &@ 2 -/ 16BF ES Tb a6 

met That John «Grewdson be advised that no comment ,can. he... 
aaa given to him regatatng information which the "New York. Times" has 

obtained from the Church Committee and which is set forth in the } 
body of this memorandum. 

lL =~ Mr. Adams APPROVED: 
1 - Mr. Moore Assoc. Dir, 
1 - Mr. Leavitt Den a fen, 
1 ~- Mr. Malmfeld Ane: AD invari 
1 - Mr. Schiappa Pesan 
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Moore to Jenkins Memorandum 
Re: Information Obtained by "New York Times" 

DETAILS 

John Crewdson, reporter, "New York Times," contacted a 
representative of this Division on 4/20/76 to advise that the 
"New York Times" had obtained information which was to be disclosed 
in the forthcoming report of the Senate Select Committee (Church 
Committee). Crewdson advised that the "New York Times" was 
planning to publish this information within the next several days 
and desired to inform the FBI of the information that it had in 
order that the FBI might either respond to this information or 
provide the "New York Times" with guidance in the event some of 
the information was not accurate. 

The following items were provided by Crewdson, all of 
which reportedly come from the soon to be released Church Com- 
mittee report. 

1) That during the period 1958 to 1966 Congressman John 
Rooney of the House Appropriations Committee was continuously 
informed in detail by the late Director Hoover and other officials 
regarding COINTEL operations directed against the Communist Party 
and the Ku Klux Klan. Rooney, as well as other members of the 
Subcommittee, knew more about the FBI's COINTEL operations than 
Attorneys General. 

2) That the 14 "bugs" that were installed in the hotel 
and motel rooms of Dr. Martin Luther King during his travels were 
for the purpose of obtaining information on his personal life and 
were not installed to ascertain his degree of affiliation with the 
Communist Party. 

3) That the Church Committee was furnished names of FBI 
informants in the news media. While the identity of these informants 
was disclosed to the Church Committee the FBI through the Attorney 
General prevented the Church Committee from interviewing these 
individuals and also restricted the disclosing of their identities 
by the Church Committee. 

CONTINUED-OVER 
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Moore to Jenkins Memorandum 
Re: Information Obtained by "New York Times” 

Crewdson advised that the identities of the individuals 
referred to are as follows: 

Peter Khiss, New York Times 
Jerry O'Leary, Washington Star 
Edward Montgomery, San Francisco Examiner 
George Putnam, Los Angeles TV news announcer 
Theo Wilson, New York Daily News 

‘Fulton Lewis, Jr. 
Jimmy Ward, Jackson, Mississippi, newsman 
Shirley Uhl, UPI, Pittsburgh 
Ralph McGill, Atlantic Constitution 
Name unknown - news director, Channel 7, Miami 

4) The FBI maintained a network of sources in educational 
institutions, as well as in nonprofit foundations. Richard Larry 
of the Mellon Foundation in Pittsburgh was one of these sources who. 

| did several favors for the FBI by dismissing individuals in the 
| Foundation that the FBI disliked and withheld funds that the 
: Foundation was providing to organizations that the FBI disliked. 

5) That the wiretap which the late Congressman Hale Boggs 
claimed to be installed on his telephone by the FBI was actually 
placed on his telephone by his wife (now Congresswoman Lindy Boggs) 
who believed that Boggs had a girlfriend in Alexandria. This wire~ 
tap was placed by a private detective and the details concerning 
this matter came to the attention of the FBI. | 

| 
| The Church Committee report is scheduled to be released 
| sometime toward the end of April. It is obvious that someone who 
! has knowledge of the contents of that report is disclosing infor- 
| mation to the "New York Times." Inasmuch as the report has not 
| been made public it would be most inappropriate for the Bureau to 

comment on the information obtained by the "New York Times" or 
authenticate the veracity of the information set forth above. 
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ADDENDUM, EATERNAL AFFAIRS hdl 4/20/76 

John Crewdson called late on the afternoon of 4/20/76 
to advise that the "New York Times" has decided to proceed with 
its story in its 4/22/76 editions and, therefore, his deadline 
for a response from the FBI is 6:45 p.m. on 4/21/76. In addition, 
he advised that the information concerning Congressman Boggs was. 
not obtained from the Senate Select Committee and was a separate 
item for which he desired a response from the FBI. The External 
Affairs Division recommends that a "No Comment" should be furnished 
concerning the information relating to the late Congressman Boggs. 
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